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COAL DEVELOPMENT—
A truck prepares to dump
100 tons o f coal to be crushed
and loaded onto a train and
delivered to power generating

plants. A t the bottom, layers
o f bison bones and artifacts
await excavation at a bison
kill site discovered by stu
dents and faculty affiliates

o f the University o f Montana.
Additional pictures and arti
cles on coal development in
Eastern Montana and the role
o f UM faculty, students and

graduates in studying the
area are on pages 4 and 5.

Roger W. Clapp

William J. Jameson

Franklin G. Meeker

Irvin (Shorty) Shope

Four receive DSA during Homecoming
Roger W. Clapp, William J.
Jameson, Franklin G. Meeker and
Irvin (Shorty) Shope received
Distinguished Service Awards during
1972 Homecoming activities.
The awards are granted each year
by the UM Alumni Association to
alumni or former students who have
brought honor to themselves and to
the University for their distinguished
service to the University, the state oi
the nation.
Roger W. Clapp, M.D., is director
of medicine for the Peace Corps,
Washington, D.C.
Bom in 1913, he was graduated
from Butte Public High School in
1932 and received a bachelor’s degree
in zoology from UM in 1937. While
attending the University he was a
member of Phi Delta Theta social
fraternity, Montana Masquers, Stu
dent Senate and Silent Sentinel.
After graduation Clapp attended

In 1968 Clapp became staff
physician for the Peace Corps in
Swaziland, Africa, while working in a
government hospital and teaching at
the Nazarene Mission School of
Nursing. He also worked in a nearby
leper colony.
He was appointed director of
medicine for the Peace Corps on July
I, 1970.
After practicing law in Billings for
35 years, William J. Jameson was
appointed U.S. district judge by
President Eisenhower in 1957. Today
he is a U.S. senior district judge after
serving 12 years on the bench.
A native of Butte, Jameson received
his bachelor’s and law degrees from
UM in 1919 and in 1922. While
attending the University he served as
president of the Associated Students
of UM, president of the senior class
and chairman of student council. In
1928 he served as president of the

St. Louis University M edical School

A lumni A ssociation an d director of

and was graduated in 1942. He was
initiated into Alpha Kappa Kappa
medical fraternity.
Clapp served in the U.S. Army in
Burma, China and Vietnam from 1942
to 1945 where he held the rank of
major and was assigned medical
duties. While in Burma he met
his future wife, the former Cleo
McNulty of Butte, who was serving
there as a nurse. They married and
subsequently had seven children.
He returned to St. Louis University
to study for a master's degree in
pediatrics, which he received in 1947.
He then returned to Butte and pursued
private practice in pediatrics from
1948 to 1968.
Clapp has maintained memberships
in the Rotary Club, YMCA, Ameri
can Medical Association and the
Montana Medical Association. He is a
diplomat of the American Board of
Pediatrics, a fellow in the American
Academy of Pediatrics and a member
of the Northwest Pediatrics Associ
ation.

the UM Foundation.
In 1952 he received an honorary
doctor of laws degree from UM. He
also holds honorary degrees from the
University of Manitoba, McGeorge
College of Law and Rocky Mountain
College.
Jameson was a member of the
Montana House of Representatives
from 1927 to 1931. He served as
president of the Montana Bar
Association in 1936-37 and of the
Anjerican Bar Assocation in 1953-54.
He has served as president of the

American Judicature Society and the
American Bar Endowment. He
headed the Billings Chamber of
Commerce in 1946-47 and served as
d is tric t g o v e rn o r o f L ions
International for Montana and
Alberta in 1941-42.
Jameson is chairman of the Special
Committee on Standards for the
Administration of Criminal Justice
and is a member of the Council of the
ABA Section of Criminal Law and the
Council of the American Law
Institute.
He and his wife, the former Mildred
Lore, have two children and seven
grandchildren.
Franklin G. Meeker is the retired
president of the Andrew Jergens Co.
He was bom in Missoula and
attended public schools here. He was
graduated from the University in 1929
w ith a degree in b u sin ess
administration. He was a member of
Sigm a Chi social fraternity.

From 1929 to 1937 Meeker worked
for Ernst and Ernst, a Missoula
auditing firm. He joined the Andrew
Jergens Co. as office manager of the
Burbank, Calif., plant in 1937. Later
he became vice president of the
Belleville, N.J., plant.
In 1949 he was promoted to vice
president for sales of the company in
Cincinnati, Ohio, and served in that
post until 1958. He served as executive
vice president from 1958 to 1967,
when he became president upon the
death of Andrew Jergens.

Angeles and studied art in New York
before returning to Montana.
He did advertising illustration work
for the Montana Highway department
and the Montana Power Co. before
beginning free-lance work in 1945. In
his work, Shppe focuses on the
working cowboy and cultural and
family life of the western and Plains
Indians of Montana.
Shope has painted 20 murals. Some
on display in Helena include those in
the Helena Junior High School, the
Western Life Insurance Co. and the
First National Bank. He was
commissioned to paint five murals for
the St. Paul Fire and Marine
Insurance Co. of St. Paul, Minn., and
recently completed three for the UM
School of Forestry to complement
three he painted there in the 1930s.
He has been honored by the
Blackfeet Indians and was adopted as
their blood brother in 1937. In 1966 he
was voted into the National Cowboy
Artists Association in Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Shope’s work has been exhibited
and sold at the Grand Central and
Kennedy art galleries in New York
and the Desert Southwest Gallery of
Palm Desert, Calif. He was an
exhibitor in the Invitational Western
Art Exhibit and the M ontana.
Historical Society Gallery and
Museum in Helena last month.
During November he is exhibiting at
the Mountain Oyster Club in Tucson,
Ariz.

Speakers present resource development facts
Speakers at an October governor’s
symposium at the University of
Montana attempted to open com
munication lines between divergent
groups by presenting information on
various aspects of developing Mon
tana's natural resources.

Lt. Gov. Tom Judge gave the
keynote address in place of Gov.
Forrest Anderson, who was scheduled
to speak, but instead attended another
conference in Spokane.
Judge told approximately 100
syrhposuim participants that the state
needs a moratorium on strip mining
until state and national legislation is
passed to help Montanans cope with
problems resulting from strip mining.
Keith Colbo, director of state
revenue, told participants the state tax
structure helps guard against
wholesale destruction of Montana’s
resources. He explained that mineral
resources are not taxed until they are
extracted from the ground, which

‘DIALOGUE—a sculpture in
memory o f Hugh Galusha, Jr.
by Bill Stockton, was on
display at the University
Center during Homecoming
and will be on permanent
display in the new library.
Galusha, president o f the
Federal Reserve Bank o f
M in n e a p o lis
and
UM
a lu m n u s , d ie d on a
snowmobile trip in January,
1971.
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Meeker is director of the First
National Bank of Cincinnati and a
member of Queen City Club. Until his
retirement he was a director of
American Brands, New York City,
and the Cosmetic Toiletry and
Fragrance Assocation, Washington,
D.C.
He served as a member of the
Cincinnati Executive Council of Boy
Scouts of America and on the
Cincinnati Advisory Board of the
Salvation Army. He is a member of
the A dm inistrative Board of
Armstrong Chapel, United Methodist
Church.
He is married to the former Marie
Ellis, and they have two children and
Five grandchildren.
Irvin (Shorty) Shope is an
accomplished western artist living in
Montana who at 72 is still painting
and attending showings of his works
across the country.
He was born in Boulder and spent
his early years helping his father and
brothers on the Circle Arrow Ranch.
In 1913 his family moved to Missoula
where he was graduated from
Missoula County High School in
1919. He entered Reed College in
Portland, Ore., the following year and
attended night classes at the school of
the Portland Art Assocation.
Shope returned to Missoula,
married Erva Love, and attended UM,
where he was graduated with a major
in art and minor in history in 1933. He
then illustrated a comic strip in Los

discourages companies from mining
as quickly as possible.
The availability of natural resources
was outlined by Montis Klepper,
assistant director of the U.S.
Geological Survey, who said the
state’s mineral resources are plentiful
and could provide a bright future for
the state.
Klepper said the eastern third of the
state is rich in coal, oil and gas; the
western third is rich in minerals, and
the central area is capable of yielding
considerable energy through its
resources.
Ted S ch w in d en , M o n ta n a
c o m m issio n er o f la n d s and
investments, said the first step toward
wise land-use decision is in taking an
in v e n to r y
o f th e
s t a t e ’s
resources. He said the state faces
three major threats to positive
development of its natural resources:
fragmentation through subdivision
and other means; isolation of
resources because of acquisition by
private or federal agencies and
removal of these lands from public
access, and degradation of the
resources through exploitation, such
as mining and logging,
Don Brown, director of the State
Fish and Game D epartm ent,
recommended land use zoning or a
new kind of land ethic to provide for
wildlife habitats in the state.
Dick Shafer, director of the Pinchot

Institute of Environmental Research
for the U.S. Forest Service in Upper
Darby, Pa., told participants
Montana may eventually have areas
declared wilderness which cannot
meet rigid standards which are now
required for wilderness areas.
John Toole, first vice president of
the M o n ta n a C o n s titu tio n a l
Convention, reviewed the new
constitution’s natural resource
provisions and assured conference
participants that Montana now has a
relatively strong article" on the
environment.
Other speakers at the symposium
discussed cultural changes, timber
resources, federal and state statutes,
the economics of Montana and
resources of the future.
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Campus Briefs
Christmas vacation Final examinations for Fall Quarter will be given Dec. 9announced
15 at the University. Christmas vacation will be Dec. 15Jan. 1. Winter Quarter Registration will be Jan. 2 and
classes will begin Jan. 3.
Social work department
receives $323,669 grant

The UM Department of Social Work has been
granted $323,669 for the operation of the depart
ment’s undergraduate instructional program for
the current academic year. The funds were awarded by the State Department of
Social and Rehabilitation Services and the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
UM Library archives
receives Doherty material

Mrs. Charles Doherty of Missoula, widow of
the founder of the Missoula County Times,
has donated material belonging to her late
husband to the UM Library archives. The material includes editorials,
letters and Financial records pertaining to Doherty’s editorship of the
Missoula County Times, published for several years in Missoula, and
the Winnett Times, published in Winnett.

Field House remodeling
evidences new philosophy
Recent remodeling of the Harry
Adams Field House evidences a
change in the basic philosophy of
physical education and recreation,
according to Walter C. Schwank,
chairman of the Department of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation (HPER).
While physical education classes
once were confined mostly to single
sex and traditional team activities,
coeducation classes now emphasize
dual and individual sports which can
become life-long recreational
activities.

Pantzer upholds reduced funding
This fall, UM President Robert T.
Pantzer upheld a 28.6 per cent cut in
student funding of athletics. Central
Board, student governing body, last
spring had approved the reduction in
the amount of student activity fees
a l l o c a t e d to s u p p o r t th e
intercollegiate athletic program at
UM.
The $41,930 reduction decreases
student contributions from $147,000
to $105,070 for the current academic
year.
The amount of student fees used to
support the athletic program became a
major campus issue last year, resulting
in an opinion poll being conducted by
Central Board during Winter Quarter
registration. A total of 6,694 out of
8,403 registered students voted in that
poll, and 50.6 per cent favored
decreasing the student allocation to
the athletic department.

A kind of “gentlemen’s agreement”
had existed before 1971 between the
A S U M p r e s i d e n t a n d th e
administration that student fee
support of athletics would not be
increased more than 20 per cent nor
decreased more than 12 per cent.
At AS U M’s spring elections,
however, candidate Robert Sorenson,
senior in political science, campaigned
on a platform which advocated a 25
per cent cut in student funding of
athletics. He was elected over two
other candidates with 60 per cent of
the vote.
“According to my election.”
Sorenson said, “the students
overwhelmingly favored the candidate
that favored a 25 per cent cut.”
Thus, Sorenson and Central Board
no longer felt bound by the
“gentlemen’s agreement” and voted to
cut the funding by 25 percent. Because

Faculty Senate urges athletics cut
The University of Montana Faculty Senate has recommended that the
$170,000 annual state allocation to UM for its athletic department be
phased out.
The recommendation, which was sent as a resolution to UM Presi
dent Robert Pantzer, is not binding on the president.
According to David Alt, chairman of the senate, the resolution was
adopted because the expense of the athletic department is greater than its
educational benefits to the students.
In commenting on the senate action. President Pantzer noted that the
resolution indicates an attitude by the faculty which “is hardly
unexpected.” Pantzer said the resolution represents the concern of the
faculty about priorities at the University.
“Academic departments are struggling with limited budgets,” Pantzer
said. “When the faculty does not have the appropriate tools to carry on its
educational obligation, then it is naturally concerned about expenditures
for other things such as intercollegiate athletics.
Pantzer said it would be some time before he decided what action to take
on the recommendation, but he observed, “The key to this entire problem
involves better funding for the University of Montana.
Though some
faculty members have concerns about intercollegiate athletics for other
reasons, it is my view that the issue would not be before us if we were not
having such a struggle to carry on our academic programs and to continue
these as strong quality programs.”

of a mathematical error, the actual cut
amounts to 28.6 per cent, according to
Sorenson, but Central Board refused
to reconsider its vote. Then President
Pantzer was left to decide whether he
should exercise his veto power over
the student decision.
Pantzer upheld their decision.
He said: “As I view it [the students]
believe that a disproportionate
amount of activity fee money is
expended on a very small number of
in d iv id u a ls p a r tic ip a tin g in
intercollegiate athletics.”
This does not mean that students
are opposed to athletics, Pantzer said.
“It is not my view that students are
anti-athletics, but they have interests
that are different from some years ago
that reflects in their decision to spend
more activity fee money on intramural
sports and a program for participation
by all students.”
This fall a new Campus Recreation
D e p a rtm e n t, w hich in clu d es
intramural sports, was formed and
funded by Central Board for $34,000.
To offset the cut in student funding
of athletics, fees were raised for
spectators at home football games,
and students must now pay to attend
home football and basketball games.
That change was favored by 53 per
cent of the students who voted in the
poll last winter.
Jack Swarthout, UM athletic
director, said he also has cut the
football and basketball budgets and
has established a Golden Grizzly Club
for friends of the University interested
in supporting the varsity athletic
program. Century Club, another
group of supporters, was expanded.
The athletic department cut out
varsity baseball when the department
budget was prepared last spring.
Swarthout said that program cost
more than any other minor sport and
bad spring weather often forced the
team to cancel several games.
Funding for other minor sports was
not cut.

Added to the Field House to This new department includes men’s
facilitate these activities were handball and women’s intramurals, coed
courts, wrestling rooms, weightlifting intramurals, club sports, summer
rooms, an indoor track, two recreation, open recreation, faculty
basketball courts, a gymnastics and staff recreation, dormitory
gymnasium, locker rooms and three recreation and outdoor recreation.
Thomas R. Whiddon, recently
areas for ping-pong, shuffleboard and
appointed director of campus
other sports.
The Field House renovation was recreation, said the new department
planned for maximum usage of the will be responsible for administering
building, Schwank said. Primary and scheduling all events involving
planning considerations were for “free campus recreation facilities. These
time” student recreation; structured facilities include tennis courts,
recreation, such as for intramurals; facilities in the Men’s and Women’s
physical education activity skills gymnasiums, outdoor intramural
programs for HPER majors; men’s fields and recreation facilities in the
and women’s intercollegiate sports Filed House.
Sports and outdoor recreation
programs; revenue producing aspects
of the Field House arena, and a equipment can be checked out by
human performance laboratory where students, faculty and staff at the Field
House from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. seven
motor movement could be studied.
Schwank said he believes the days a week, according to Whiddon.
Central Board, student governing
University now has adequate indoor
facilities for student recreation, body, this year allocated $34,000 to
although it lacks enough grassy areas fund the program, compared with
adjacent to the University for outdoor $10,000 allotted last year for intra
mural activities now controlled by
activities.
Waning interest has reduced the the campus recreation department.
W hiddon said a committee
number of team sport classes offered
by the HPER department, he noted, composed of four students appointed
yet courses in backpacking, river by Central Board, three faculty
rafting, handball and billiards could members appointed by the UM
S e n a te a n d
tw o
be filled many times over if enough F a c u lty
appointed
by
faculty were available to teach them. adm inistrators
Because of the change in recreation President Robert T. Pantzer will
philosophy, a new campus recreation establish operation and budgetary
department was established this fall. policies for the new department.

A L M O ST FINISHED—A workman checks a lightingfixture on
the ceiling o f the arena area o f the newly remodeled Harry Adams
Field House at UM. The Field House was remodeled and
expanded to provide space andfacilities fo r many sports, such as
handball and gymnastics, which have gained increasing
popularity in recent years among students.

Toole outlines goals of university education
EDITOR’S NOTE: K. Ross
Toole, University o f Montana his
tory professor and author o f An
Angry Man Talks Up to Youth and
The Time Has Come, addressed
parents and incoming freshman
students during the Fall Quarter
orientation session at UM. Below
are excerpts from Toole’s remarks.

By K. Ross Toole
Professor of History
Of the some 8,000,000 students
now in American universities and
colleges, a certain percentage will
graduate with a certain sense of
loss- a rather high percentage, 1
think.
They will find it difficult to
ascertain why they feel this
way-’ why those four years sped by
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so quickly and why they have a
vague feeling that so little really
jelled along the way. But there is a
reason and because it matters to
you and your sons and daughters,
l*d like to dwell on it for a
moment--approaching it from the
hindside.
Americans are a people of great
expectations; they are a demanding
people and they are an impatiently
pragmatic people. We are not a
people who will readily assent to
the proposition that not all
problems are solvable....
We are a people who are
profoundly conscious of the value
of education. And so we have
constructed great institutions to
produce educated people.... We
have peopled them with the best
minds wc can find and we expect
results—observable, concrete re
sults.... We have spent huge sums

of money on these institutions and
all we have asked is that in four
years they produce well-informed,
well-rounded and mature men and
women. It is really quite simple.
Yet the graduating senior feels
this certain sense of loss. And the
parents share it. Why?
Well, because quite obviously of
the 1,000 to 10,000 questions your
sons and daughters asked here only
10 per cent were answered—and
those only partially....Instead of
knowing more than when he went
in, the student often feels in quite
contrary condition. He knows less.
And what he does know is all in bits
and pieces.... It isn't a whole thing at
all....
So one asks what went wrong
with the machinery in there? Where
did the assembly lines break down?
Why didn't they put it all together?
And the answers are as simple as

the questions. Because we never
had such machinery. We never had
and we never will have. Why?....,
That certain sense of loss the
graduating senior feels, that near
conviction that he knows less when
he came out than when he went in,
is not due to the fact that he failed
to search for his own truths; it is
due to the fact that he has begun to
discover the only truth, his own
ignorance. And that is the
beginning place, not the ending
place of education....
The function of the university is,
really, not to answer all questions
but to pose some questions and
say, “We can give you the barest
start toward some answers. But the
rest of it is up to you for the rest of
your lives— because, you see, we
don’t really know the answers to
the questions we are posing you.”
Whether any of the processes we

use here works depends entirely on
whether your sons and daughters
want them to work and actively
seek to make them work. The
devices, the program s, the
particular curricula are quite
secondary.
So we are jiot General Motors.
Our product carries no guarantee.
But we do make a promise here and
now. There is one thing we do
know—all of us. The future, not
only of America but probably of
mankind, rests with what your sons
and daughters become and what
they do and what they think and
how they develop after they leave
this university. And because we are
so certain of that, the promise is
simply this:
We will work hard and honestly
and very, very hopefully to light as
many candles and dispel as many
shadows as we can.
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Strip mining:
clarifying
the issue
T

lie Northern Pacific Railway through its subsidiary,
Northwestern Improvement Co., began stripping the
Eastern Montana coalfields in 1912. The railway used
the black gold to fuel its trains as they rambled across
the Great Plains and the Rockies to the West Coast.
Coalfield development progressed steadily, meeting the
demands of NP locomotives, until the 1940s when
diesel engines replaced the coal-burners. Without
a market for the black fossil fuel, further development of
Montana's coalfields fell sharply.
Then in the 1960s scientists predicted an energy
shortage would occur within 20 years if more sources of
power were not tapped soon. Major power companies
quietly increased their activities in the coalfields
of Eastern Montana.
In 1971 the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, along with
19 investor-owned utilities, 6 cooperatives, 2 public
power districts and 8 representatives from municipal utility
districts, began a year-long study of the coalfields of
the Northern Great Plains.
Their report, the North Central Power Study, was
completed last July. The study outlines all coal
reserves in the western states and indicates that nearly
one-half the nation's recoverable coal is located in
Montana, Wyoming and the western Dakotas.
The NCPS report is the only study yet made on
electric power development of the four-state coal region
and says nothing about possible adverse environmental
effects caused by development of the coal.
Environmentalists throughout the region covered
by the report are alarmed about this lack of research
concerning the impact of extensive coalfield development
on the environment of the western states.
A review of the NCPS study by the Environmental
Defense Fund shows that by using coal to generate
electricity, this area by 1990 could produce 53,000
megawatts a year, surpassing the total current energy
output of Japan, Germany or Great Britain. Since
most of the coal lies near the earth's surface in deep
seams, harnessing this energy could require eventual strip
mining of 770,000 acres. Reserves at these sites are
adequate for at least 35 years of power plant operation,
according to the NCPS report.
Two major plants already are under construction
near Colstrip and are planned for completion next
summer.
University of Montana graduates, students and
faculty are trying to provide information on problems
which they feel must be considered in developing the NCPS
region.

Some are studying the development as a class through a
weekly seminar offered by the Environmental Studies
Program. Others are pursuing individual research projects
in an attempt to assess the impact of coalfield development.

C o a l mining, by its very nature, is temporary; it can
continue only as long as coal is available to be mined. When
the coal supply is exhausted, the operation ceases in one
area and moves- to another.
irregular piles of earth left by the mining operation are
masses of rock and clay, void of bacteria and microorganisms
necessary to reestablish plant life.
The challenge, then, is to make the piles of dead earth, or
"spoil banks," grow again.
Brian Sindelar, who received his doctorate in forestry
from UM in 1971, and Richard Hodder are conducting
experiments in land rehabilitation in the Colstrip area
through the Montana State University Experiment Station.
Their research, funded by grants from the U.S. Bureau of
Mines and by private companies involved in development
of the area, began in 1969, but has been intensified during
the past year.
Hodder, project leader, heads Montana Highway
Department vegetation studies through the MSU
Experiment Station.
Hodder and Sindelar are assisted by Frank LaLiberty
and Mark Majerus, both graduates of the UM School of
Forestry.
According to Sindelar, the best results in rehabilitating
the land come from proper sorting and replacing of the
layers of earth lying above the coal. Shale, whose alkalinity
stifles plant growth, should be replaced first, followed by
layers of sandstone, silt and topsoil.
Sindelar said the soil must be redeveloped to maintain
necessary microorganisms and bacteria before plants will
grow successfully. Rebuilding the soil, he said, can take a
long time in semi-arid Eastern Montana.
Reclamation, Sindelar said, costs $500-$600 an acre.
"For this amount," he noted, “the companies developing
the area not only are reshaping the spoils to gradual slopes,
but they're also planting shrubs and transplanting trees."
By reshaping the spoil banks, the companies are trying
to blend the new hills with the original topography.
Melvin S. Morris, professor emeritus of forestry, who has
studied soils similar to those near Colstrip, asserts:
"We can’t reclaim the land back to the short grass plains
of Eastern Montana, but perfect restoration may not be
critically necessary.
"The opportunity for successful revegetation of land
exists in terms of making the land productive for grazing
and recreation.”
Sandra Muckelston, assistant dean of the UM law school
and author of an article on reclamation in the Montana
Law Review, says "it is probably the aesthetic quality more
than any other factor that brings the reclamation problem
to public attention."
During the First 60 years of coal mining in Eastern
Montana, no laws were passed to control stripped land
pollution or to require reclamation. Then in 1969, and again
in 1971, legislation was passed to compel operators to
acquire state permits to strip mine after submitting
reclamation plans for approval by the State Bureau of Mines
and Geology and the State Board of Land Commissioners.
Proposed federal and state legislative remedies include
strengthening operating requirements, increasing the
operators' financial responsibility for reclamation success,
taxing mining operations to finance research, declaring a
3- to 5-year moratorium while pilot studies are underway
and banning surface coal mining entirely.

Miontanans feel the rapid population growth expected
near the coalfields of Eastern Montana also needs further
study. When power plants are in operation, experts estimate
that perhaps 25,000 new jobs could be created in a short
time.
Since both power generation and strip mining will be
highly mechanized, most population growth will stem from
services provided for coal workers. These services include
grocery and dry goods stores, medical facilities and services
to keep automobiles and appliances running smoothly.
Today Eastern Montana is sparsely populated, and these
services are not available in the quantity required by those
who will work in the power plants and coalfields.
Raymond L. Gold, director of the UM Institute for Social
Science Research, is worried because no one has talked to
residents of Eastern Montana who will be affected by
coalfield development. No one knows whether the
development will destroy or merely interrupt the lifestyle
of these people. Gold said.
"We need the input of the residents to plan company
towns," he said, emphasizing that plans should not be made
without first considering opinions of the area's residents.
Since coal development is temporary, these towns must
be mobile. According to Chris Field, associate professor and
chairman of geography, these New Towns will be ghost
towns in 25-35 years when the coal supply is depleted.
Field, Gold and other social scientists are concerned about
the regional impact of "boom and bust towns." The tax base
created by large influxes of population and accompanying
industries would be erased when the coal supply runs out.
They say research is needed to understand how Montana
should cope with such problems.

O th e r areas of concern to Montanans and members of
the UM community are the effects of coal development on
the air and water of the Northern Great Plains.
Robert Curry, associate professor of geology, said research
is so inadequte no one knows how much ground and surface
water is available in the coalfields. Water is essential to
cooling processes in the operation of power generation
plants.
A report by the Environmental Quality Council, state
environmental control agency, said development of the
coalfields presently under consideration would require
use of all the area's water resources, including a waterdiversion system that would reduce the annual flow of the
Yellowstone River by 81 per cent.
Water released from energy production could be highly
charged with minerals capable of killing aquatic life and
surface vegetation, and ground water could become
contaminated through leaching, Curry commented.
Several graduate students in environmental studies are
working on problems related to ground and surface waters.
For example, one student is studying water requirements
and pollution; another is investigating pollution effects of
gasification, the process of changing coal into gas.
Clancy Gordon, professor of botany, contends that air
pollution could be another serious problem associated with
power-producing plants.
Though coal in the NCPS region is low in sulfur, a big
polluter in most coal areas, enormous amounts of other
pollutants could be released because of the large amount of
coal used, Gordon said.
Power officials say the two plants now being constructed
could, operating at full capacity, release 7,000 pounds of
sulfur dioxide and 260 pounds of fly ash an hour while still
meeting state and federal standards.
These plants also could emit large amounts of sulfur
dioxide, carbon dioxide and heavy metals, Gordon added.
The Environmental Quality Council report said these
suspended particulates reflect solar radiation, may cause
storms and alter downwind weather patterns.
The effect of these emissions on the rangeland ecology
is not well understood, according to the EQC.

A rnold Silverman, professor of geology, is exploring
reclamation, population, pollution and other environmental
problems related to coalfield development through the
Governor’s Task Force on Coal, Water and Energy.
The task force is taking a unified, interdisciplinary
approach to researching coal development, Silverman said,
by involving representatives of six state agencies.
Silverman also was a member of the academic panel of
the joint Presidential-Congressional Commission on
Materials Policy and is a member of a mineral resources
committee of the National Academy of Sciences.
Many federal agencies are preparing material to design
a national energy policy which could come before Congress
as early as next year,. Silverman said.
In Montana, the legislature must demand planning well
in advance of further plant construction and ensure that the
state has a role in establishing any national energy policy,
he said.

EVIDENCE OF EARLIER MINING— Piles o f
eroded earth, left when this area near Colstrip
was mined during World War II, are nearly
void o f vegetation. Coal operators left these piles
after removing the coal from the earth. Attempts
now are being made to reclaim this area.
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RIGHT—A dragline bucket empties 15 yards o f earth
on a new spoil bank in the center o f the picture. The
dragline removes earth from above the coal and another
machine dislodges the coal. In the upper left, old spoil banks
are being smoothed to gradual slopes as reclamation begins.
The new series o f spoil banks will be the next area reclaimed.
BELO W—A tipple loads a coal car. The coal is crushed
and moved by conveyor belt to the tipple to be loaded
onto the coal cars.
BOTTOM—A train, each car carrying 100 tons o f coal,
leaves the mine site to take the fu el to power generating
plants elsewhere. Over 100 cars a day leave this strip
mining area near Colstrip.

Class conducts
interdisciplinary
study of coalfields
Many professors lament the lack of interdisciplinary
study at the University, but seldom venture outside their
own areas of specialization.
The barriers between disciplines are both real and
imagined. Just learning the “language” used in another
field is difficult for many academicians, and the
number of discipines which may be involved in a particular
study scares professors and students alike.
This fall Robert McKelvey, executive director of the
Rocky Mountain Mathematics Consortium at UM, is
leading 100 faculty, students and townspeople, including
the mayor of Missoula and the editorial page editor for
The Missoulian newspaper, in an interdisciplinary study of
coalfield development in Montana, Wyoming and the
western Dakotas.
But “independent of the particular problem [coalfield
development], we are trying to learn how to carry on
interdisciplinary studies,” McKelvey asserted.
McKelvey’s seminar is divided into eight
interdisciplinary groups with faculty teams leading each
group in research activities. Groups are studying
environmental effects of energy conversion, reclamation,
land use, social impact, economics and taxation,
governmental organization and regulatory authority
and public information as they relate to coalfield
development. A coordinating group oversees the activities
of the working groups and encourages them to share
information with each other.
This organization is not entirely efficient,
McKelvey admitted, but overall is working reasonably
well. He said his course is the first at UM to attempt
extensive interdiscipinary research with as many as
100 participants.
“There is no way to find out without trying if such an
interdisciplinary approach will work,” he said.
The weekly seminar is offered for two credits, but
one-fourth of the participants are not enrolled for credit.

McKelvey believes students and faculty are willing
to expend considerable effort in studying coalfield
development because they are concerned about possible
environmental degradation. .
McKelvey hopes the seminar, organized by the
Environmental Studies Program, will identify ways in
which people can influence the impact of coalfield
development in their region through governmental and
administrative action. He said the course also may
suggest areas which should be researched in greater detail,
perhaps through doctoral or master’s thesis work.
Coalfield research is a natural for interdisciplinary
study, McKelvey said.
For example, in a study of water availability in the area
planned for coalfield development, the energy
conversion study group is exploring heat pollution and
water evaporation caused by power generation;
the land use group is studying the effect of diverting water,
and the government group is investigating regulations
which affect water diversion and use.
Since course participants study areas only in which they
are interested, he noted, some areas are not being
covered adequately. For example, he said, few people are
studying the engineering aspects of electric transmission
lines since the University does not have a program
in engineering.
McKelvey found that many students think fact-gathering
is “grubby” work only a “research assistant” should
be doing. Using “coaxing and persuasion,” he explains to
students that some basic data are necessary for
innovative research.
McKelvey at first was hesitant to open the course to
undergraduates because most lack training as specialists
in a particular field. However, he found that lack of
technical training is a positive influence on the seminar:
“Undergraduates [who comprise one-half the class]
have something positive to offer because they haven’t
yet classified themselves as specialists. Specialists
too often are unwilling to speculate outside their areas of
interest.
“Somehow we must train people to specialize and, at
the same time, keep an overview. I hope some of the
undergraduates will see why they should be specialists
but remember their research must fit actively into
socially directed, interdisciplinary work.”
Through the seminar, students have the opportunity
to learn about the impact of industrial development
and about conducting interdisciplinary research,
McKelvey said.

PRESERVING H ISTO RY—Laura Wunder, graduate
student in environmental studies, and Tom Foor, senior
in anthropology, excavate a bison kill site in an area soon
to be strip mined by Peabody Coal Co., the nation's
largest coal producer. Peabody hired state archaeologist
Dale Fredlund to explore untouched parts o f its Big Sky
Mine and to remove artifacts and bones before the area
is mined. Fredlund's archaeological team, directed last
summer by Carolyn Eckland, graduate student in anthro
pology, unearthed projective points and bones
nearly 2,000 years old. Fredlund, who is based at UM,
said he has done surveys fo r several coal companies in
Eastern Montana.
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Polzin surveys emigration
of recent Montana graduates

MOVING THE BRAIN *— Workmen maneuver UM’s new DEC system-10 computer
through a door in the basement o f the Liberal Arts Building. The $640,000 computer
is being purchasedfrom Digital Equipment Corp. under an 8-year lease-purchase agree
ment. The new computer, which can carry on 24 different operations simultaneously,
increases UM computer capabilities tenfold, according to Frank Greenwood, Computer
Center director.
'

Donations needed for Perry fund
A faculty committee hopes to raise
SI0,000 by December from alumni of
the UM School of Fine Arts for the
Laurence B. Perry Memorial Fund.
Contributions could make a new
scholarship available to students by
Winter Quarter.
In a letter to former UM art, drama
and music students, Donald A. Carey,
assistant professor of music, outlined
plans to use contributions to establish

music scholarships and to increase the
range of the pipe organ in the Music
Recital Hall.
“As chairm an of the UM
Department of Music for the last six
of his dozen years on the faculty,
Professor Perry was deeply concerned
about the dearth of scholarship aid for
talented students," Carey said. “As an
organist he was determined to develop
a fine pipe organ for the University."

‘D esig n for L iv in g ’ cou rse
receiv es great resp on se
Student response to an experimental freshman course has been so great “we
have a waiting list that is just unreal," says Fred Weldon, assistant director of the
University of Montana Counseling Center and coordinator for the course.
Called “Design for Living,” the course, originally implemented by Charles
Katz of the University of Health Service, is an effort to introduce students to
UM administrators and faculty and Missoula citizens who can give them
information about health, work, family relationships, friendships, love and
spiritual values.
Each Tuesday evening a speaker discusses one of these topics in a short lecture
session with the participating 100 students and faculty and townspeople.
Afterwards the participants divide into groups of 10 for seminar sessions on the
evening topic.
Among the faculty participating in the course are Weldon; Robert Curry,
M.D., director of the UM Health Service; Richard Landini, academic vice
president; Richard Solberg, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences; Cynthia
Schuster, professor of philosophy, and George Turman, mayor of Missoula.
Weldon said the subjects studied each week are “vehicles" which the students
can use to explore their own lives. The idea is to give the students “something of a
positive nature" which they can incorporate into their understanding of
themselves.
The course was intended for about 90 students, but over 150 asked to sign up,
Weldon said, and several upperclassmen were disgruntled because the course is
limited to first quarter freshmen.
“Design for living" is sponsored by the UM Counseling Center and is given on
a pass-not pass basis for two credits.
Since the students meet weekly with one particular instructor or
administrator, they will be able to get to know that person on a more personal
level than in a regular class setting, Weldon said.
Such contact helps the freshman see that he is not “left alone in a new
academic world," but has a group and an “academic friend" with whom he can
relate and identify, Weldon said.
Students will be asked to evaluate the course and offer suggestions for
improvement.

After Mr. Perry died unexpectedly
a year ago, many of his colleagues,
students and other friends sent
donations to be used for a memorial in
his honor.
Encouraged by this spontaneous
response, the music faculty formed a
committee to cam paign for
contributions which would help
alumni “share the task and the
privilege of bringing to fruition two
projects close to Professor Perry’s
heart," Carey said.
Checks should be made payable to
the UM Music School Foundation
and mailed to the UM Department of
Music, Missoula, Mont. 59801.
Donors should indicate that their gifts
are for the Perry Memorial Fund.

By Annick Smith
Editor, Bureau of Business and Economic Research
Surprisingly, we know very little about what graduates of the colleges
and universities in Montana do once they graduate. To fill this gap, Paul
E. Polzin, assistant professor of business administration and research
associate at the Bureau of Business and Economic Research, conducted a
survey of recent Montana college graduates from around the state.
This survey breaks new ground: it is the first scientific attempt to collect
information of this sort. Using alumni association lists at the University of
Montana, Montana State University, Eastern Montana College and
Northern Montana College, he randomly selected a group of 2,600 names
from the 16,000 students who graduated from 1965 to 1970. He mailed
questionnaires to these former students. Nearly 50 percent responded—a
very high response rate for a mailed questionnaire.
The sample represents a cross section of responsible adults. The
majority are working full-time and are beginning their careers. The
remainder are in the armed forces, continuing their educations or tending
their families.
The basic questions this survey asked were: Where do the new
graduates go? Why do they choose to live there? Briefly, here are the
survey's major findings:
• About 42 per cent of those graduates who had a choice decided to
leave Montana immediately after graduation. However, significant
differences in migration rates exist between the sexes and among
academic majors.
For example, male graduates are more likely than females to leave
Montana immediately after graduation (about 54 per cent of males chose
to stay in the state, while 66 per cent of the females decided to remain).
Majors in agriculture, law and education tended to stay in the state,
while those in natural science, fine arts, engineering and nursing left the
state in greater numbers.
• Many of those who left Montana would have preferred to remain,
but could not find employment in the state.
• Graduates who left Montana generally had higher salaries than those
who remained.
• Very few of the graduates who leave the state return, and in the years
after graduation former students continue to leave.
• Many graduates now living outside Montana say they would like to
return but are unwilling to accept a cut in pay and/or cannot find suitable
employment here.
• Out-of-state students (about 20 per cent of all students) make a
significant contribution to Montana after graduation.
The findings of this survey are dramatic. As Professor Polzin points
out, “Advocates of radical change in this state’s policies toward higher
education may use it as a justification." But the purpose of such a study is
not political. It is to “provide facts in an area in which there has been little
hard data. Any policy decisions that may result from these findings will at
least have a solid foundation of facts, rather than being based on emotion
or intuition."
The results of this survey, complete with tables and breakdowns
according to school, major, sex and other factors are published in the
autumn (November) issue of the Montana Business Quarterly. Issues are
available for $1 a copy. To order this special issue, write to the Montana
Business Quarterly, Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
University of Montana, Missoula 59801.

Gold Key awarded to Forssen
John A. Forssen, a 1938 UM
journalism graduate who has taught
journalism and English at Hellgate
High School in Missoula since 1964,
has been awarded the School of
Journalism’s 25th Gold Key for
distinguished service as a scholastic
publications adviser.
The award was presented on Sept.
22 by Warren J. Brier, dean of the
journalism school, at the Montana
Interscholastic Editorial Association
annual conference of Montana high
school newspaper and yearbook
staffs.
Forssen was a staff member of the
Missoula County High School
Konah, before he entered the School
of Journalism in 1934. He was
graduated in 1938 and went to work
for the Missoulian as a copy boy. He
soon became the night police reporter

and remained with the Missoulian for
25 years.
During World War II he also was an
aerial-reconnaissance photographer
in the Army Air Corps.
In 1964, Forssen resigned from the
Missoulian and joined the Hellgate
faculty. He is adviser to the student
newspaper, the Lance, and the
yearbook, the Halberd.
Since
1966 both Hellgate
publications have won All-State
awards each year from the journalism
school. In 1970, the Lance received the
Pacesetter Award as the best
newspaper among Montana high
schools with more than 500 students.
The Lance also has won medalist
awards from the Columbia Scholastic
Press Association.
Forssen is a member of Quill and
Scroll, high school journalism hon

PROJECT: CAREER COUNSELORS
UM Alumni Center, Missoula, Mont. 59801

(406) 243-5211

Please check one or more of the following statements:

The University of Montana
Center for Economic Education
sponsored a one-day workshop in
September on the development of
economic education programs in
Montana's junior and senior high
schools.
Participants in the workshop
learned about resources available
to school systems, curriculum
development, library services and
grants. They also discussed
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problems involved in introducing
economics into school curricula.
According to its director, Robert
B. Vernon, the UM Center for
Economic Education has Tour
objectives: to improve instruction
in economics; to provide
consultant help for schools,
communities and educational
agencies; to conduct research in
economic education, and to de
velop and distribute materials for
use in economic education.

□ Yes, I would be willing to talk with UM students about my profession.
□ 1 want to participate in the program but need additional information.
□ 1 want to participate in the program but will have to limit visits with students
to the following season(s)...................................................................................
Name.....................................................................................................................
Address.............................................................. ...................................................
City...........................................................

§

.

Economics topic of workshop

............— ...

Occupation.............................................. ...........................................................
Business or Firm..............................................................................................

orary, and Sigma Delta Chi, profes
sional journalism society.
During the 1968-69 academic year;
he served as president of the Montana
Association of Journalism Directors.

Alumni sought
for career help
UM alumni and friends now may
serve students through an informal
counseling service called Project:
Career Counselors.
Volunteers for the project,
e s ta b lis h e d by th e A lum ni
Association, will provide information
on s a la ry ra n g e s, lic e n sin g
requirements and working conditions
in their occupations for students who
plan to enter similar occupations after
graduation. Students will meet with
volunteer counselors at their place of
business to discuss career possibilities.
The alumni office will maintain files
for students who want appointments
with counselors. Information received
from those alumni and friends
interested in career counseling will be
shared with the UM Counseling and
Testing Center and the UM Placement
Center.
Those interested in being counse
lors may clip the coupon on this page
and indicate if they need additional
information. Appointments will be
made with volunteers from outside
Montana during vacation periods
and with Montana resident volun
teers during the academic year and
vacation periods. Volunteers should
indicate the best time of year for
student visits.
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Center coordinates
student consumer
services
A coordinating center has been established at the University
of Montana to help students and Montana residents with
problems they face as consumers and citizens.
The Student Action Center, situated in the University Center,
is a clearing house for four student organizations: the Student
Housing Union, the Consumer Relations Board, the Student
Environmental Research Center (SERC) and the UM chapter
of the Montana Public Interest Research Group (MontPIRG).
Each organization contributes funds for office supplies,
telephone service and salaries for three work-study student
secretary-assistants who work in the center. The secretaryassistants and another student working for SERC are the only
paid staff members in the four organizations or the center.
The office for the center became available last spring when
ASU M’s Publications Commission was unable to find an editor
for the Sentinel student yearbook, forcing the publication to
cease functioning. SERC, which was already in operation, has
another office in the Venture Center.
The organizations grew out of student concern about
pollution, housing and consumer problems, according to
Robert Sorenson, president of the Associated Students of UM.
This concern prompted Central Board, governing body of
ASUM, last spring to send three representatives to Kansas State
University, Manhattan, for the first National Conference of
Student Consumer Action.
Sorenson and other students then began considering the
formation of the Consumer Relations Board and the Student
Housing Union.
SERC had been organized and approved by Central Board a
year earlier, and SERC volunteers already had begun a study of
air pollution in the Missoula valley. That study became a full
time summer project when the National Science Foundation
approved a $10,700 grant for it.
MontPIRG also was underway before last spring. A steering
committee had been set up during Fall Quarter 1971 to develop
a state organization that could research problems, draft model
legislation and pursue test cases in the interest of Montana
citizens.
In September 1972 the Montana Board of Regents approved
a voluntary $1 per year student fee to fund MontPIRG.
A majority of students at UM, Montana State University and
Eastern Montana College had petitioned the board to set the
fee.
UM students may opt to pay the fee during Winter Quarter
registration.
The funds collected for MontPIRG will allow that
organization to hire an executive director and an attorney to

assist students in research and in advocating solutions to
pressing social and environmental issues in Montana, according
to James Betty, graduate student in forestry and co-founder of
the UM chapter.
The other co-founder is James Walsh, third-year law student
at UM.
Betty said the director will coordinate activities of the various
state chapters, and the attorney will help draft legislation and
prepare test cases. Possible issues might be zoning, strip mining,
corporate responsibility, health care delivery and fraudulent
advertising.
While students working through SERC and MontPIRG will
investigate environmental and consumer problems in Montana,
the Housing Union and Consumer Relations Board will handle
individual consumer and housing grievances and could be
sources of information for SERC and MontPIRG.
For instance, a landlord-tenant handbook is being planned
jointly by MontPIRG and the Housing Union. The Union is
developing a computerized indexing system to provide
information about rentals and landlords for students.
Sorenson worked on the organization of the Union and this
fall obtained permission from UM administrators to move the
off-campus housing service from the Residence Halls Office to
the Student Action Center. Information from that service will
be retained in the computerized indexing system.
Ed Jolicoeur, senior in accounting who developed the
Consumer Relations Board, explained that it will have two
committees. The First, a grievance committee of 10 student
caseworkers, a representative of the county attorney’s office and
a faculty member, will review complaints from students about
consumer grievances, including false advertising or unfair
business practices in Missoula.
Jolicoeur said students can come to the Student Action
Center to fill out complaints and have them notarized. A
caseworker will then write a letter to the business firm
explaining the complaint and requesting a response to the
charge.

If no response is received by the caseworker, he or she will
visit the firm and consider other action.
If the problem is not resolved by those methods, the second
committee, a board of arbitration, will decide on further action.
Jolicoeur said the board will include two students, a member of
the Missoula business community approved by the Chamber of
Commerce, another person approved by the county attorney’s
office and one faculty member.
Jolicoeur said he^had worked with several faculty members,
the Chamber of Commerce and the county attorney’s office in
planning the Consumer Relations Board, which is modeled after
one at Kansas State University.
Some of the work done by students in the four student action
organizations can earn them academic credit for independent
study. Last summer several students earned credits for designing
the center.
Students also surveyed UM professors to compose a list of
those offering courses in environmental, consumer or citizen
problems and those who would offer students academic credit
for independent study projects.
That list was distributed to students during Fall Quarter
registration.
The idea behind the Student Action Center is that students
are citizens and face the same problems as other Montanans,
Betty said. Through the center and its four organizations
students can apply the knowledge they are acquiring in college,
he said, and make their education relevant to their lives as
citizens.
He noted that the University’s MontPIRG chapter is
continuing work begun last spring by a forestry class on a
bikeway system for Missoula. The chapter also is working on a
public information program for Missoulians involving unit
pricing in grocery stores. Unit-pricing is a system of computing
the cost per unit of measure for items, so that the difference in
cost easily can be determined.
Such activities benefit both the student and the community,
Betty said, and help the students use their education.

Yearbook tradition ends
The Sentinel is dead. Begun in 1904, the yearbook was
published annually until 1970 by students at the University of
Montana. Then, because of rising printing costs and declining
student interest, the editors changed the book’s format to a
magazine style.
In 1971, editor Dan Burden tried making the publication a
quarterly magazine. In his first issue, he wrote, “We are uncertain
both of sales and desired coverage. Your reaction is needed.”
Students reacted: few bought the magazine, and no one applied
for the next year’s editorship, thus ending a 68-year-old tradition
at UM.

Student interest revives band, parade
The University of Montana band
marched at home football games this
fall after being sidelined a year by lack
of funds and lack of a practice field.
In a d d itio n , UM had a
Homecoming parade this fall,
although the Alumni Association had
previously been forced to cancel the
parade because of waning student
interest.
According to Steve Armstrong,
senior in secondary education and
president of the UM band, its
members met early this fall with Lance
Boyd, assistant director of University
bands, and Butler Eitel, director of
University bands, to discuss whether
the band should revive marching, even

though construction at the UM Field
House had eliminated the band’s
practice area and Central Board,
governing body of the Associated
Students at UM, had ceased funding
the band.
Also present at the meeting were
Robert Kiley, dean of the School of
Fine Arts, and William Manning,
chairm an of the UM music
department.
According to Boyd, the students’
enthusiasm for marching was “almost
unanimous.”
President Robert T. Pantzer
supplied money from his Special
Projects Fund to clean uniforms, buy
music, repair instruments and bus

POLITICKIN’—Since virtually all University
students now have the right to vote, this fall the UM
campus was deluged with vote-seekers. Some o f
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band members to D ornblaser
Stadium for practice sessions.
The band began marching at all
home games.
But for some band students, that
was not enough. Armstrong and two
other band members, sophomores
Kathy Hartung and Karen Cochran,
decided to organize a Homecoming
parade on their own. They appealed to
George Oechsli, director of the UM
Alumni Association, who offered
them space for meetings and postage
for mailing out information.
The students advertised in the
Montana Kaimin, talked to student
groups such as Circle K, Spurs and
Bearpaws and “tried to arouse student

interest,” according to Armstrong.
On Homecoming day, there were
few floats. Most participants marched
as groups or rode on simply decorated
vehicles. UM cheerleaders rode in theparade, protesting their recent cut in
funds by Central Board and forestry
students exhibited skid tractors and a
logging truck.
Armstrong, Hartung and Cochran
already are considering plans for a
Homecoming parade for next year.
Boyd, now marching band director,
said he hopes interest generated this
year for the band will continue and
result in better funding which will
enable the band to attend games away
from Missoula.

those who campaigned at the University are, from
left to right, Ed Smith and Tom Judge, candidates
fo r governor; Henry Hibbard and Lee Metcalf,

Library drive
nets $122,000
Contributions to the University of
Montana Library Book Fund Drive
now total $122,000, according to
George Oechsli, executive director of
the UM Alumni Association.
The drive, a project of the UM
Alumni Development Fund begun in
the fall of 1969, is raising money to
purchase books for the new library.
Three stories of the five-story building
are expected to open this spring.
“The UM Library now has 554,573
volumes, compared to the 710,208
volumes it should have to support
existing enrollment and programs,”
Oechsli said. “The cost of the needed
books is almost $2 million, and the
University must rely on private
sources to purchase the additional
books.”
Last spring members of Liquid
Assets, Inc., a student corporation
organized to raise money for the book
fund drive, donated $1,600 in
proceeds from a kegger. Members of
the corporation are planning another
kegger this year and hope to sponsor
other fund-raising activities.
Oechsli said a book plate inscribed
with the donor’s name will be placed in
each book purchased. He said the
average cost of a book is
approximately $10, and the interest
from a donation of $250 or more
would buy a book a year perpetually.
Contributions may be sent to the
UM Library Book Fund Drive,
Alumni C enter, University of
Montana, Missoula, Mont. 59801.

candidatesfo r U.S. Senate, and R. Sargent Shriver,
candidate fo r vice president o f the United States.
Democrats Judge and Metcalf won their elections.
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see how people separate themselves from the life
around them for enough hours during the day to
get their stories on paper. . . . I am forced to
conclude that writing for me must always
remain avocational. I am not happy unless I am
writing.”

A student remembered:

00

Eulogy for
Jessie Treichler
Editor’s note: In the work below, Professor
Emeritus Edmund Freeman reflects on a
student whom he first met years ago. He and his
wife, Mary, cherish their friendships with
Professor Freeman’s students, and particularly
those with Paul and Jessie Treichler. Mrs.
Treichler died last summer in Yellow Springs,
Ohio.

By Edmund Freeman
Professor Emeritus of English
The death in Yellow Springs, Ohio, this
summer of Jessie Treichler roused rich
memories in those who loved her. Few here now
remember her or perhaps even know of her, but
she was one of our distinguished alumnae. She
and her husband, Paul, a remarkable person
too, retired from the faculty of Antioch College
in June, 1970. Their associates there planned a
great gala celebration in their honor.
“Paul and Jessie Treichler,” they announced,
“fresh from two careers that started in 1934 are
planning to retire from their full-time
association with the college. During the past
thirty-six years, the Treichlers, individually and
collectively, have entered into the lives of many
hundreds of us and the result has been
universally beneficial. What a marvelous
common bond we have!
“This event surely signals the beginning of a
whole new era for Paul and Jessie, and it should
be marked by a series of spectacular events
commensurate with the magnitude of the
occasion.” And it was.
But this July an editorial in the Springfield
(Ohio) Sun began:
“The death of Jessie Cambron Treichler at 66
years of age deprives Ohio, and Antioch College
in particular, of a woman of extraordinary
range of mind and luminosity of spirit. To
contemplate her career is to marvel at so much
self-fulfillment, gained with such eclat, long
before women’s liberation came on the scene.”
All the things the Treichlers had done for
Antioch College and for good causes flooded
the memories of the hundreds of their friends
gathered in Yellow Springs for the long
weekend celebration in June two years ago.
Many theater people who had worked with Paul
were there. The first Black students in Antioch’s
new era, Coretta King and her sister, were there
with their children.
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Jessie Treichler had a gift not all greatly gifted
persons have: a remarkable sense of others
having done so much for her. When Algo
Henderson resigned as president of Antioch in
1948 to become Associate Commissioner of
Education for the state of New York, she had
written to friends: “His going is a great loss to
Paul and me. He has given us both constant and
steadfast support in our artistic and social
beliefs. He has taught me almost everything I
know about just administration and has been a
wall of strength always to the faculty—more
than they could know—against the pressures
brought by moneyed interests against academic
freedom. Since he hand-raised me in
administrative work, and since I was his
personal assistant rather than a general Taculty’
assistant-to-the-president, I haven’t the
remotest idea what his going means to me. I
think it may well mean my resignation, since no
new president can be surrounded, it seems to
me, by the left-overs of another man’s
administration. We will just have to wait and see
who the new man turns out to be.”
The new man turned out to be “a warm,
lovable, informal man who says what he thinks
and is permissive enough so that he encourages
others to do the same.” And in 1961 she wrote of
the president under whom she retired,
“Fortunately, we have a president who is not
only of top intelligence, but a firm defender of
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civil liberties and a person with statesman
abilities along with political know-how.”
So her work went on, with more and more
duties well handled: advising students, chairing
the Public Exercises Committee, directing
public relations, traveling to both coasts for big
money, shaping presidents’ reports. The Sun
man noted: “She was a professional educator,
specializing in college development and
administrative duties which she executed with
her characteristic blend of knot-browed
preoccupation and easy humor.” That Sun
editor, 1 understand, was a longtime friend and
sometimes adversary.
Jessie's interests and activity off-campus were
no less impressive. In 1970 she wrote: “At a
meeting in Minneapolis, a couple of years ago, I
heard Montana extolled by several Indian
leaders for the way it was bringing Indian
families to the Missoula community in the
course of educating Indian students. It may not
be all that perfect (nothing usually is, and all of
us use 'other communities* as examples of
perfection in an attempt to get our own
communities to move), but at least the
University is actually and honestly trying to do
something about what is probably the greatest
problem we have in the nation today in terms of
human values.”
The Springfield editor remembered that a
Black intellectual who knew her well once said:
“Jessie never pats you on the head. She always
grabs your hand.”
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$$

Through most of her years Jessie suffered a
compulsive desire to write a novel. “I’m on a
novel again,” she wrote in 1967, “and sick at my
stomach from it most of the time out of regular
working hours. It's really the damndest thing...
1 can support an essay, appeals to foundations,
even a short story now and then, and never a
novel that will bear up under my own scrutiny.”
When she retired, however, she felt a relief in
knowing that she no longer felt compelled to
write the great American novel. She still wanted
to write a couple of good short stories, and was
writing some personal recollections of various
events at Antioch for the college historical
collection.
Actually, she had written and published
enough before retirement to have her editor
friend in Springfield write that “she was also a
professional writer of merit, widely published.”
She wrote a good many stories. Joe Howard
asked for her “Homecoming” story for his
Montana Margins anthology. It was first
published in the Antioch Review and later
translated into four or five foreign languages
and broadcast by the State Department on its
“Life in the United States” program. Martha
Foley included a story in her honors list. A
Briercliff story was reprinted in a Scotch
journal, and another story accepted by Yale
Review. Jessie wrote articles for other
magazines, and a biographical book on Horace
Mann, Antioch’s first great president, for the
Britannica Bookshelf— Great Lives fo r Young
Americans.
But in the mid-forties she felt she must
publish a novel, or else “I’ll never convince
myself l*m good enough to resign a stimulating
and worthwhile job—one 1 really believe in—to
devote my full time to writing. Till recently
writing has been fun in the same way that
reading is fun, and I’ve done it with that
attitude. . . . I know now I want to write for a
living and get away from the constant
interruptions I get because of my job.”
1 think it was not an inability to write a novel,
but her love of people which had already made
her Paul’s partner in dramatic production, a
homemaker for her mother and her daughter, a
career woman in the College, and an activist in
the political world, that determined her choice.
In Jessie’s humble words in a 1946 letter “l*m
afraid I shall never be more than a writer of
short stories for little magazines. I just do not
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Jessie Cambron transferred to our University
from the Normal School in Dillon, where she
had done secretarial work for President Davis,
in 1926. She graduated with honors in English in
1929. After several other secretarial jobs, she
became President Clapp’s personal secretary.
Paul Treichler was here with deep enthusiasm
for reading, thinking and the sciences. He
completed his undergraduate work in English
and then wrote, for his master’s degree, the play
“Custer” which was the first play produced in
the then-new University Theater.
Paul and Jessie were married. He went on to
the Yale School of Drama. She continued her
work in the president’s office another year and
then joined him in New Haven.

trouble—but you always seemed to have their
main attention.
Jessie responded rapidly but with great care
to inquiries from Montana about how Antioch
handled faculty salaries, the drinking problem,
about possible speakers for the inaugural of
their friend Carl McFarland as president of the
University of Montana, about a good UM
instructor who might fit at Antioch, about an
excellent Antioch instructor who had to leave
Antioch because his daughter could not stand
the Ohio climate and would like to consider
Montana.
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The first letter we had, or have now, from
Yale began: “We saw Virginia Dixon Dean at a
party Friday night. I came up to her and Paul in
deep conversation, and she said, ‘Look, I’m
making Paul weep!’ And she was. For the first
time in our married life I saw tears in Paul’s
eyes—and it was because she was telling him
that dog-tooth violets were out up the
Rattlesnake, and pussy willows were to be
found up the Blackfoot, and that mist still rose
from the pine trees on Sentinel in the early
mornings, and that the new road to Flathead
Lake had been finished. And I joined the
mourners. . . .”
That kind of memory and affection for
Montana and the persons and activities she had
enjoyed here streams through her letters over
the years. She writes of happy meetings with her
old college friends in her home or in the many
cities she visited in the interest of Antioch. She
offered urgent invitations to visit in their home,
which always seemed filled with interesting
extra persons, students talking their
playwriting, visiting lectures, individuals in

$0

Jessie Treichler’s endowment of beauty,
character and energy fitted so well with the
opportunities she seized when they came her
way. Antioch College was the ideal institution
to make use of all her talents and those of her
husband, too. Her path crossed with many
notable persons, whom she appreciated and
who appreciated her.
99

Jessie Treichler
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The great person in her life was Paul
Treichler. Soon after their marriage Jessie wrote
that Paul continued to be so wonderful that she
found it difficult to talk about him. But she got
over the difficulty and one knew all about what
Paul was doing and what she was helping him to
do from her letters.
Paul had been the editor of the Wrangler in its
second and last year, 1930, the critical little
monthly paper published by a group of UM
students including Elizabeth and Lydia Maury,
William Negherbon, Fred Ironside, Eugene
Sunderlin, Kelly Skeels, Fred Rousch, and
Jessie, who I think was the mover of the venture.
It was perhaps there, or possibly at a dance
where she fascinated folk with her wit and
joyous spirit that they found their common
interest. No matter.
The editor of the Springfield Sun put it well:
“She and her husband Paul, a distinguished
figure in his own right, accumulated an
enormous array of friends in the overlapping
precincts of theater, music, dance, art,
education and journalism. . . . She was a
successful woman with a successful husband.
The two of them contrived a signally successful
marriage—and without actually trying, as far as
anyone could see. Professor Treichler seems to
have shared his wife’s interests as effortlessly as
she shared his . . . yet somehow each was the
more individualized for that kind of partnership
or whatever it was.”
If I have any regret as I remember Jessie
Cambron as a student and as a friend of our
University, it is not so much that she did not get
done all the writing she had wished to do or had
not succeeded with the causes she had
championed. My regret is that she and Paul will
not make all the trips they had dreamed of
making to beautiful parts of the world—they
made a good number—and to Montana in
particular, which they yearned and planned so
often to see again and were prevented by many
odd things from doing. And a deep regret that
her affection and concern for the University was
never matched by our recognition of the
achievement she made of her life.

Enrollment declines at UM
A year ago. Fall Quarter enrollment at the
University of Montana climbed to 8,905. Many
students were forced to leave the University
because they could not find housing. Others
bunked in residence halls lounges or camped out
in the mild fall weather until they could find a
place to live.
Registration was a “hassle” for many students
that year. The University, because of lack of
funds, had not hired any new faculty members,
and the increased number of students caused a
flurry of schedule and room changes as the
University attempted to help students attend the
classes of their choice.
This fall the picture changed.
Enrollment has dropped 2 per cent to 8,718
students. The Residence Halls Office kept the
overload to a minimum by setting a deadline for
housing applications. The off-campus housing
situation remained tight, even though more
housing had been constructed in the last year.
But waiting lists were shorter, according to Tom
Hayes, residence halls director. And cold
September weather daunted those who might
have camped outdoors.
Registration was smoother. The University
had hired 12 new faculty members, according to
Robert Pantzer, UM president, and with the
slight drop in enrollment, more students
managed to get into classes they wanted.

A year ago the Registrar’s Office was flooded
with calls from irate parents asking why their
son or daughter was having trouble registering.
This year, according to Wayne Woolston, UM
registrar, only one call was received—because of
lack of communication between the parents and
their son.
The drop in enrollment was not unexpected.
Woolston pointed out that decreased draft
quotas probably influenced the drop in male
enrollment from 5,847 in 1971 to 5,521 this year.
Fewer men enroll in school hoping to avoid the
draft.
Female enrollment increased slightly from
3,058 to 3,197.
Pantzer attributed part of the decline to the
decrease in draft quotas. He noted, also,
that job opportunities are limited for college
educated people because of the “somewhat limp
economy in the past couple of years.”
Pantzer said that fewer high school graduates
in Montana have applied to post secondary
schools this year and that elementary and high
school enrollment in Montana is on the decline.
“This is likely to mean that enrollments will
level off in the next few years,” he said. “We
expected that to occur just a few years in the
future, but it has apparently come earlier than
expected.
Both Pantzer and Woolston noted that this
trend is nationwide.

UM Profiles

Darrel! Coover x’51 has been
the Democratic National Convention
appointed to his seventh term as
in Miami in July.
Dick Burgess x’46 is an Air Force chairman of the Kiwanis International
Public Relations Committee.
colonel at Offutt AFB, Neb.
Mrs. Ernest C. Hunton (Dorothy
Fred Henningsen *46, M.A. *48 will
be teaching at Victoria University in Hoff'SY) has retired from 26 years of
teaching. She writes she is still active
Wellington, New Zealand next year.
Mrs. Norman A. Moss ( Velma as the F.T.A. advisor and working
Thomas J.
Rouse x*46) has been promoted from with the Five Valleys Reading Con
Spenker
employment manager to personnel ference and Delta Kappa Gamma in
manager for the three Crescent stores Thompson Falls.
Bryon R. Larson *51 is associated
in Spokane, Wash.
William H. Wade *47 is executive with the Skaggs Drug Centers in
vice president of the Outer Banks Boise, Idaho and has been with the
Chamber of Commerce in Kitty company for 13 years.
Mrs. Prescott H. Towle (AT. Norine
Hawk, N.C.
George Moore *48, M.E. *49 re Joyce *51) has assumed the positions
cently received a doctoral degree in
Mrs. John L. Lutticken ( Gladys
of assistant professor at the University
Sta/fanson *38) is attending San
education at the University of the
of Puget Sound in Tacoma, Wash,
Francisco State University and
Pacific at Stockton, Calif. He is the
and director of Project: Upward
directing classes for children with
director of compensatory education in
Mobility, a project for women only
learning disabilities.
the Vallejo City Unified School
that leads to an M.A. in educational
Dr. H. J. Sannan *38 is vice
District in California.
administration.
president for medical affairs for the
Robert L. Switzer *48 is director of
James Castren *52 has been a
American Cancer Society. He is at
purchasing for Potlach Forest, Ind.
seasonal naturalist in Glacier National
Mrs. Lawrence Beattie (Helen
home in Denver.
Park for 18 years. He lives in Ojai,
Emil E. Lubick *39 is dean of
Elizabeth McDonald *49) is a Calif, and teaches natural resources at
special projects at Long Beach City
children’s librarian for the New York Ventura College.
College. In 1966-67 he helped
Public Library on Staten Island.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. //ag/wm/*52 are
establish the new Selkirk Community
Donald J. Byrnes *49 is marketing back in California after a year in
College in British Columbia, Canada.
manager for Questor Juvenile Toledo, Ohio on assignment for the
Dr. George B. Maxey *39 will be
Products, Ravenna, Ohio.
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical
special assistant to the president of the
Jack Delaney graduate student *49 Corp.
Desert Research Institute, a division
has written a new book. The Library
Oscar H. Rothenbuecher *52 was a
of the University of Nevada, this year
Club, published by Archon Books, speaker in a seminar on “The Future
in Las Vegas. He recently took a
Hamden, Conn.
Use of Computers** for the Senate
sabbatical leave in Las Vegas as a
Dr. Duncan McCarthy *49 is Subcommittee on Antitrust and
consultant for the Atomic Energy
director of pharmacological research Monopoly.
Commission.
at Parke-Davis, Detroit, Mich. He is
Patrick J. Casey '53 is a real estate
directing a primate laboratory to
determine if it is possible to administer broker in Modesto, Calif. He is
*40 to '49
a narcotic antagonist that will prevent married and has three children.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Doig *53
Harold A. Hanson *40 has been the effects of, and discourage the self
(Kathryn Ann Cotter *53) have
administration
of
and
dependence
on
named sales manager of the J. Henry
purchased the Livingston Drug in
abused drugs.
H elser an d C o. in v e stm e n t
Livingston.
Mrs.
John
Owens
(Louise
Morrison
management firm in Portland, Ore.
Mrs. Charles Martin (Josephine
Anthony F. McCune *40 has been *49) is teaching business subjects at the Sayer *53) left her position as
vocational
school
in
Duluth,
Minn.
appointed district manager of Driscoll
R.
Duane Peterson *49, M.A. *53 instructor with the Pinellas County
Strawberry Associates, Oxnard, Calif.
has
published
a text, Dynamics o f School System to become a reporter
Mrs. Betty B. O’Rear (Betty B.
for the Tarpon Springs Leader,
Elementary Administration.
Willcomb x’40) and her husband are
Tarpon Springs, Fla.
Col.
James
W.
Wirth
*49
retired
building a new retirement home
Dr. Donald C. Orlich *53, Ed.D.*63
between Poison and Big Arm. She from the U.S. Air Force in July after
is a professor of education at
35
years
of
service.
He
is
now
credit
writes she is glad to be back in
manager for Baline Distributing Co. W ashington State U niversity,
Montana.
Pullman, and recently had his
in Riverside, Calif.
Col. Heath Bottomly *41 is
biography published in Creative and
observing his 25th year with the U.S.
Successful Personalities.
*50 to *59
Air Force. He is director of program
Dr. Jean’ne Shreeve *53 was the
and requirements with the Air Force
speaker at the women’s luncheon at
Neil
H.
Ashley
J.D.
*50
is
vice
Inspection and Safety Center at
the 164th N ational A m erican
president in charge o f claim
Norton AFB, Calif.
Chemical Society meeting in New
operations
for
Allstate
Insurance
Co.
Arthur Mertz *41 has been named
York in August.
senior vice president and general and lives in Northbrook, 111. with his
W. R. Strong *53 is the area sales
counsel of the National Association of wife and three children.
director for the Caterpillar Tractor
Independent Insurers, Chicago, 111.
Jay Burchak *50 is teaching at
Co. in Scandanavia.
David Douglas High School in
Dr. Dorothy A. O'Brien *41 has
Ted Hunsberger *54 has been
Portland, Ore. and working at promoted to principal of Proctor Hug
retired from teaching after 18 years at
California State College at Los
Southgate Rexall Drug.
High School, Reno, Nev.
Angeles. She writes she would like to
Anne Fletcher *50 has retired from
Willis K. Pauli M.E. *54 has been
meet other Montana graduates who
teaching in Glendive after 28 years. appointed to the faculty of the
live in Santa Barbara.
She is living on her ranch near Intake. University of Vermont as an assistant
Col. Albert E. Steensland'41, J.D.
Floyd G. Larson *50 has left his job professor in the department of
'47 has been staff judge advocate.
as editor of the Kalispell Daily
anatomy.
Eighth Air Force at Andersen AFB in
Interlake to join the editorial
Guam since July 1971.
department of the Manchester
continued on page 10
Evening Herald in Manchester, Conn.
Dr. and Mrs. John Dratz *42, *46
(Betty J. Leap hart *43) are living in
Tulsa, Okla. He has been head of the
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation at Tulsa
University for 18 years. She is in her
10th year as supervising dietician for
Tulsa Public Schools.
Col. Wayne S. Petersen *42 has
accepted a position as executive
director, Kosair Shrine Temple in
Louisville, Ky. He retired from the
Chemical Corps in 1970 after 26 years
of service.
Mrs. Mary Alice West *42 is
organist and childrens' choir director
at the Montavilla United Methodist
Church in Portland, Ore.
Mrs. Donald Brown (Anna Baker
'43) is teaching a new course,
Com m unity and
Professional
Relations, at the School of Public
Health, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor.
James A. Haas x'43 is an associate
professor of philosophy at King’s
College, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. He is
married and has five children.
Mrs. Jack Paladin ( Vivian Hildren
x’43) is editor of Montana, the
Magazine of Western History. The
magazine was awarded in June a
medal from the National Cowboy
Hall of Fame, Oklahoma City, for the
most significant contribution by a
LOOK A T THA T PICTURE—Lindsay Walterskirchen, junior
publication to western American art
in
elementary education, talks with children in the preprimary
in 1971.
group
o f children’s art classes offered thisfall at UM. The classes,
Mrs. Frederick B. Gillette (Jeanne
M. Gordon *44) was a member of the taught on Saturday mornings, werefor children between 3 and 15
California McGovern delegation to years o f age.
Penney C o., Inc. Insurance
Subsidiaries. He and his family live in
Riverside. Conn.

alumnotes
’00 to *19
Mrs. J. Lee Sedgwick (Deborah
Wagy '06) celebrated her 91st birthday
Nov. 3. She is living in Chinook.
Dr. Harold C. U rey'll, Hon. D.Sc.
’35, professor emeritus at the
University of California, San Diego,
has won the American Chemical
Society’s 1973 Priestly Medal. The
gold medal is the highest honor given
in American chemistry, and is given to
recognize distinguished service in
chemistry.

*20 to *29

He is serving on the Malnutrition
Panel of the U.S.-Japan Cooperative
Medical Sciences Program and as a
consultant to the National Institute of
Health. He is a professor in the
Department of Biochemistry at
Purdue University.
Laurence Sandsmark M.A. *31 sold
his home in Ronan, Mont, and
moved to Fort Collins, Colo.
Dr. Robert Cooney '32 resigned
from the Montana Fish and Game
Department last year to become trip
departm ent d irector for the
W ild e r n e s s
S o c ie ty ,
w ith
headquarters in Denver.
Evelyn G. Rimel *32, M.A.E. *33
received an Outstanding Teacher
Award from the University of
Wisconsin where she has been
professor of counselor education and
psychology services for 10 years.
Tom D. Rowe *32, M.S. '33 was
installed as president of the Michigan
Pharmaceutical Association June 27.
He is dean of the University of
Michigan School of Pharmacy, Ann
Arbor.

Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Van Horn x’21
(Eleanor Dietrich x’20) are planning
to spend the winter months in Hawaii.
They have four grandchildren
attending UM.
Mrs. W. J. Rothrock (Adalouie
McAllister *22) and her husband are
retired and welcome any *22 or *23
graduates to their home at 840 Gay
St., Longmont, Colo.
T. M. Pearce *23 is chancellor for
the New Mexico Poetry Society. One
of his poems, “All Age is Beautiful,**
has been chosen to appear in the
magazine The Poet.
Mrs. Wallace Brennan (Ruby M.
Tom D.
James *25) is adult program director of
Rowe
the Salem, Ore., YWCA.
Virgil E. Wilson J.D. *25 is a parttime consultant with the Buick dealer
in Santa Ana. Calif. Mrs. Wilson
(Estelle Fletcher x*33) has retired from
her librarian position with the
Corona, Calif. Unified School
District.
Russell D. Kinney *33 retired in
Wallace Windus *25 has retired
June after 36 years with the U.S.
from the Hides and L eather
Postal Service in Missoula.
Laboratory of the U.S. Department of
Horace D. Warden *33 was awarded
Agriculture and is now enjoying
the Distinguished Service Medal upon
traveling and hobbies.
his retirement in July from active
Paul T. DeVore *26 is editor of the
Naval service. He has been serving as
book The Black Moccasin.
commanding officer of the San Diego
Kenneth Mulholland x’26 resigned
Naval Hospital and Corps School and
as manager of the Butte Civic Center.
as district medical officer of the 11th
Dr. 'and Mrs. Earl F. Sykes *26
Naval District.
(Verline Peck *25) since retirement
John F. Hinman '34 writes he is
have spent part of each winter in
enjoying retirement at Flathead Lake,
Florida. They are living in West
and has traveled to Hawaii and
Chester, Pa.
Alaska.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth P. Davis *28
Charles H. Krebs *34 is doing
(Mary Shope *28) are on a fourdevelopment work on new equipment
month sabbatical general land-use
for the corrugated box industry at the
study trip to the British Isles and
Langston Division, Harris Intertype
northern Europe. Ken is professor of
Corp.
forest land use at the Yale School of
Dr. Raymond E. Smalley *34 is
Forestry and Environmental Studies
teaching medicine at the University of
and is writing a land-use book.
Indiana.
Martha Dunlap *28 has been
Loren H. Soenke x’34 is a regional
appointed vice-president, public
vice president for the Northern
affairs, of the Illinois Car and Truck
C alifornia Savings and Loan
Renting and Leasing Association.
Association. He supervises nine
Donal Harrington '28 has added
branch offices along the coastal area
Iran to the list of 50 foreign countries
of Central California.
he has visited. He would like to hear
Allan Schwartz x*35 is director of
from graduates who were active in
the food stamp program for the State
dramatics from *36 to *38 when he was of Utah Division of Family Services.
director of the Masquers at UM.
He has lived in Salt Lake City since
K. D. Flock *29 has been retired
1952.
from the U.S. Forest Service since
Carl W. Simpson x*35 retired in
1958. He writes a monthly magazine
June from the U.S. Forest Service as
column on trailering, and has been
supervisor of the Fremont National
writing for other publications as a
Forest in Oregon* He had been
hobby.
employed by the Forest Service for 48
years.
'30 to '39
Mrs. Jose Jimenez (Rebecca H.
Rixon x'36) retired in May as legal
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Ross *30 secretary for the U.S. Attorney's
(Ethlyn Fowler *31) are living in
Office in Los Angeles. She is doing
Reedsport, Ore. Ross retired from the
volunteer work for the Senior
American Red Cross.
Citizens’ Information Referral Center
Fritz W. Bloke '31 retired in April
in Los Angeles.
after 30 years with the Mountain Bell
Louis C. Good *37 is director of
Co. in Missoula. He is building a pharmacies for Ames Mercantile Inc.
home on the East Shore of Flathead Stores in California, Nevada, Hawaii
Lake.
and Washington.
Mrs. Paul B. Bowen (Opal Hughes
W. N. Provinse *37 has retired as a
x*31) is touring Finland, Russia and special agent for the Federal Bureau of
Poland this fall.
Investigation and has opened an
In April Edwin T. Mertz *31 investigative agency in Escondido,
received the Osborne and Mendel Calif.
Award for outstanding research
Thomas J. Spenker J.D. *37 has
contributions in the field of nutrition. been named president of the J.C.
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court-appointed defense for the
Sid R. Stewart ’62 is secondary
vice president of the Conrad
David £. Payne *66 has been
indigent.
principal of the International School
Co., Conrad.
promoted to principal with Haskins
John C. Bryant *60 is the Montana of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Dr. Howard R. Pirch *65 has started and Sells certified public accountants
State Class “B” American Legion
Mrs. Gary A. Jacobsen(Cathleen J.
a pathology residency at the in Paris.
Baseball chairman.
Gerbase ’63) is teaching mathematics
Presbyterian Medical Center, Denver,
Dwight E. Phillips ’66 is assistant
Robert J. Connole *60 has been at Washington High School in
Colo.
professor of anatomy at the University
promoted to a full professor at UM Portland, Ore.
Jack F. Russell *65 has been of South Dakota School of Medicine,
and is chairman of the management
Capt. James F. Jacobsen *63 has
appointed regional training director Vermillion.
continued from page 9
department of the School of Business
been assigned to the U.S. Army
for the Kentucky Fried Chicken Corp.
H. Ronald Pitt *66 will complete
Administration.
Recruiting Station in Helena.
for the western region in Anaheim, requirements for a master’s degree of
Mrs. Lloyd Saunders (Shirley Ann
Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Goller ’60,
Norman J. Larson *63 is employed
Calif.
science in accounting in December.
Leffler ’54) has moved to Gillette,
M.E. ’64 (Gayle North M.E. ’63) and by the State Department of Planning
Norm Ringhand ’66 has been
Jerry V. Sinclair ’65 owns and
Wyo. with her husband after serving
their three children have moved to and Economic Development in
operates a geological consulting firm promoted to superintendent of water
last year as a member of the school
Lagos, Nigeria where he will be Helena as a statistical analyst.
operations for the Public Service Co.,
in Calgary, Alberta.
board for the Hardin School District.
em ployed by the A m erican
Lt. Cmdr. Preston O. Petre *63 is
Larry E. Vahl *65 is developing test Santa Fe, N.M.
Ralph Lee Bingham ’55, M.A. *62
International School for two years.
assuming duties as operations officer programs for new design Navy ships at
David Rorvik *66 recently traveled
has joined the faculty of Texas A&I
Brian T. Grattan ’60 is living in of the flagship U.S.S. Josephus
to South Africa to do research on a
the Naval Ship Engineering Center,
University, Kingsville, in the
Whitefish and is engaged in land Daniels.
book to be published in the spring.
Hyattsville, Md.
mathematics department.
development and real estate.
Samuel J. Shummon *63 is a staff
Mrs. M. J. Vigue (Barbara Nelson The book is on abdominal decom
Robert W. Harris *55 is director of
M. L. Haiges ’60 is a professor at pharmacist at Scenic General ’65) has moved to Missoula where her pression—a technique for shortening
the Forest Service’s Intermountain
Flathead Valley Community College Hospital, Modesto, Calif.
husband is opening a roof truss labor and reducing labor pains in
Forest and Range Experiment Station
in Kalispell. He is heading a new twoJohn E. Vaught ’63 has been company.
childbirth and for protecting the fetus
in Ogden, Utah.
year program in property boundary appointed director and pension
Raymond C. Winn ’65 is aboard the from oxygen deprivation during
Dr. and Mrs. William D. Hummon
surveying.
actuarial consultant of the New
aircraft carrier U.S.S. Hancock with gestation and delivery.
’55, ’60, M.S. ’61 spent the summer
John H. Hill *60 has completed part England Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
Attack Squadron 212.
Tom Sternal M.A. ’66, M.F.A. *67
with their children backpacking in the
two of the command and general staff Boston, Mass.
Gerald R. Zachary ’65 is a senior is teaching at Muhlenberg College,
Bob Marshall Wilderness and Glacier
officer course at the U.S. Army
National Park.
bank examiner for the State of Allentown, Pa.
Leo C. Musburger ’55 is working on Command and General Staff College,
Mrs. Jack E. Swager (Doreen M.
Washington in Seattle. He recently
a doctoral program at the University Ft. Leavenworth, Kan.
Curtis ’66) is a special learning and
completed a joint Federal Deposit
Jerald L. Metcalf ’60 is helping in
of Washington in educational
Insurance Corp. and Conference of behavioral problems teacher in
psychology. He will be working this political campaigns this fall and hopes
State Bank Supervisors school in Hallock
Elementary Schools,
to find employment in Montana.
Hallock, Minn.
Washington, D.C.
year, part-time, as manager of the
Warren Pavlot ’60 is the ecologist
John E.
“Early Elementary School Program”
Donald E. Brown ’66 is a flight
James Thane *66, M.A. ’67 earned
for
the Interdisciplinary Team for the
Vaught
designed to increase children’s basic
examiner at McGuire AFB, N.J. His his Ph.D. in history at the University
Williamette National Forest, Oregon.
skills.
wife, the former Alice Lee Lund'66, is of Iowa, Iowa City.
Joseph A. Pepe ’60 is a registered
Dr. Robert Tromley ’55 is chief of
George T. Tutt ’66, M.S. ’67 is a
a swimming instructor on the base.
physical therapist and has opened an
Dental Clinic No. 1 in Ft. Rucker,
Roderick A. Chisholm II *66 is lumber grader for the North Pacific
office
in
Fresno,
Calif.
Ala.
Lumber Co., Portland, Ore.
fisheries biologist for the U.S. Army
Roland M. Stoleson ’60 has been
Maj. J. D. Coleman *56 recently was
Corps of Engineers, San Francisco.
Capt. James G. Webb ’66 has been
graduated from the Armed Forces promoted to district ranger of the
Rev. and Mrs. Peter Clark ’66 graduated from the Air University
Salmon River District of the Nez
Staff College, Norfolk, Va.
(Marjorie M. Clark *66) are living in
Squadron Officer’s School at
W. Ed Whitelaw ’63 is teaching Great Falls. He is associate pastor of
Matilda Johnston *56, M.E. ’60 is Perce National Forest, Idaho.
Maxwell AFB, Ala.
Patrick Williams ’60 is a urban economics and processing data
president of the Missoula Elementary
Lt. Terry W. Beahan ’67 is attending
the First United Methodist Church
veterinarian in Dickinson, N.D.
from his research in Nairobi, Africa. and she is administrative assistant of the Navy postgraduate school at
M.E.A. for 1972-73. She teaches first
Sam
Agnello
’61
has
a
law
practice
He is living in Eugene, Ore. with his the Wesley Community Center.
grade at the Rattlesnake-Lincoln
Monterey, Calif, in a program
in Cleveland, Ohio.
wife and daughter.
School in Missoula.
leading to a master’s degree in
Robert
A.
Day
*66
has
taken
a
joint
William L Felix ’61, M.S. ’65 has
Doug Wold ’63, J. D. ’65 was elected appointment as assistant professor in meteorology.
Peter Leveque *56 went on the
been promoted to associate professor president of the Montana Young
University of California Galapagos
the Department of Sociology and the
Mrs. James W. Brannigan (Sara N.
at the University of Washington,
Lawyers Association. He has also School of Medicine at Southern
Islands cruise in August.
Watts ’67) is teaching French and
Seattle.
been appointed to the American Bar Illinois University, Carbondale.
Alan J. Thayer ’56 has been named
Spanish at West Orange High School,
Mrs. John I. Hillard (Jo Ann
Association Estate and Gift Tax
division forest engineer at the
West Orange, N.J.
L. Hoyt DeMers Jr. ’66 has been
Zimmerer
’61)
lives
in
St.
Paul,
Minn,
Committee.
Clackamas Managed Forest near
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Butcher
appointed director for District One of
where her husband is director of
Earl F. Bouse ’64 has been the National Association of Securities
Molalla, Ore.
M.A. ’67(Pamela G. Butcher'd) have
promoted to plant manager of the Dealers, Inc.
George C. Weatherston ’56 has been mechanical services for Burlington
purchased the family ranch at
new General Portland, Inc. crushed
promoted to manager of the North Northern Railroad.
Capt. Donald E. Loranger ’66 is Winifred following his resignation as
Fred H. Johnson ’61 has been
limestone and asphalt manufacturing working on his master’s degree in assistant professor of history and
Dakota Employment Security Bureau
promoted to accounting manager in
office in Valley City.
plant in Chico. Tex.
political science at Valley City State
Western European Area Studies at
George A. D ans k in ’64 is regional Michigan State University, Lansing.
Mrs. Shirley C. Ashby (Norma Rae the general accounting section at the
College, N.D.
California
Institute
of
Technology.
supervisor
of
environmental
analysis
Beatty ’57) is hostess and producer of
Robert Lovegrove *66 is a research
Capt. Larry E. Matchett ’67 is
Thomas
J.
Kovalicky
*61
has
been
with the New York State Department associate at the UM School of stationed at Ft. Benning, Ga. to at
the ‘‘Today in Montana” show, which
of Environmental Conservation.
went on the air in 1962 on KRTV, promoted to assistant superintendent
Forestry.
tend an advanced infantry course.
Douglas Grimm ’64 is teaching at
Great Falls. The show went statewide in charge of program management of
John O. Tovson ’67 has received his
Dennis
A.
Lucey
’66
is
a
forester
for
the
Sawtooth
National
Forest,
Idaho.
the University of Wisconsin, La
in August—the first time a show of its
M.S.
degree in environmental health
the
Plum
Creek
Lumber
Co.,
Eureka.
Lloyd J. Lundeen ’61 is hydrologist
Crosse.
kind has gone statewide in Montana.
from East Tennessee State University.
Joseph
P.
McGillis
’66
has
been
fo
r
th
e
W
atersh
ed
System
s
Douglas M. James ’64 is a salesman
Mrs. Paul E. Lucas (Helen M.
Capt. Keith J. Urbach *67 has been
certified as a C-141 aircraft
for Valley Realty, Kalispell.
Raymond ’57) has moved back to Development Unit, U.S.D.A., at the
graduated from the Air University
commander
at
McGuire
AFB,
N.J.
Pacific
Southwest
Research
Station
in
John D. Osborne ’64 is safety
Seattle with her husband and family.
Squadron Officer’s School at
Kenneth Meierotta ’66 is assistant
Berkeley, Calif.
director of the Guy Frye Construction
Her husband was transferred to
Maxwell AFB, Ala.
staff
forester
in
timber
management
Ron
Smith
’61,
M.S.
*62
coaches
Co.,
Hickory,
N.C.
Seattle by the Boeing Company.
William W. Wertz J.D. *67 is an
for
the
Hoff
Lumber
Co.,
Horseshoe
swimming
and
manages
a
swimming
William N. Snell ’64, J.D. *67 is
Robert C. Stewart M.E. ’57 has
assistant on the Regional Labor Law
Bend, Idaho.
pool.
His
wife,
the
former
Nancy
corporate
secretary
and
general
been elected to the Board of Directors
Elaine D. Nelson M.A. *66 received Counsel in the Law Department of the
Therrell ’62, teaches fifth grade. They
counsel for Metropolitan Shippers’
of the Spokane County Mental
Labor Law Division, U.S. Postal
her doctor of arts degree from the
Clearings Corp., Bellevue, Wash.
Health, Retardation, Drug and live in Centralia, Wash.
Service. His wife, the former Susan J.
University
of
Northern
Colorado,
Shirley
Ware
hi
me
’61,
M.S.
’63
was
Alcoholism Division.
Charles M. Sparrow ’64 is a stock
Jensen ’66, is chief speech pathologist
installed as treasurer of the
Shirley Underwood *57 is a
and commodity broker for Bache and Greeley, this summer.
for the Easter Seal Society, Contra
Capt.
John
W.
Nelson
’66
was
International
Toastmistress
Club
at
Co.
in
Phoenix,
Ariz.
His
wife,
the
lieutenant commander in the U.S.
Costa County, Calif. They live in San
graduated
from
the
Air
University
its
annual
meeting
in
July
in
Miami
former Kemberly S. Dickson ’70 is
Navy, stationed at Virginia Beach, Va.
Francisco.
director of special events for the Squadron Officer’s School, Maxwell
Tulie M. Barnum ’58 is mayor of Beach, Fla.
Norman J. Williams ’67 is station
AFB,
Ala.
Agnes
Hunter
Bjornson
’62
is
a
first
Concord, Calif.
Rhodes Department Stores in
Phoenix.
Donald Corbin *58 is chairman of grade teacher in the Bismarck, N.D.
the science department at Garrison Public Schools.
James P. Allison M.A. ’65, Ph.D.
U.S. Air Force Capt. Robert P.
High School, Garrison, N.Q.
’69 has been appointed assistant
professor of psychology at Doane
John W. Korb *58 is deputy forest Carlberg ’62 has been decorated with
College, Crete, Neb.
supervisor for the Daniel Boone the Bronze Star Medal at Kincheloe
AFB, Mich, for meritorious service.
National Forest, Winchester, Ky.
Larry C. Ashcraft x’65 is executive
Gilbert J. Clark *62 is a partner in a
James C. Melik *58 is employed by
vice-chairman and pilot negotiator of
the Mobil Oil Corp. in Dallas, Tex. law firm in Calgary, Alberta.
the A irc ra ft A irlin e P ilo ts
Wayne L. Leslie ’62 traveled to
Association.
Mrs. Herman Mohland (Elaine
Munich for the Olympic Games as
Page ’58) is teaching at Hot Springs
James D. Belote ’65 has been
trainer for the U.S. swimming team.
High School.
appointed with his wife as guest
Redge Martin ’62 was selected
instructor of anthropology at Grove
Fred L. Schock *58 is supervisor of
accounts receivable for the Husky Oil personnel officer of the U.S. Army City College, Grove City, Pa.
Corps of Engineers, Anchorage,
Co. in Cody, Wyo.
Harry R. Cosgriffe ’65 has been
Mrs. Carl E. Watson (June D. Lapp Alaska.
transferred to the state office of the
David B. Roll *62 has been
’58) teaches music, band and chorus in
Bureau ol Land Management in
promoted to associate professor of Billings.
the Colusa Elementary School,
medicinal chemistry at the University
Colusa, Calif.
James Forman ’65 is in the
Daniel B. Carts *59, M.A. ’66 has of Utah, Salt Lake City.
insurance business with his brother
Kenneth Rustad ’62 is the deputy and resides in Bellevue, Wash.
been promoted to major in the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserve and is a director of a Community Action
John A. Jette *65 is an accounting
manager for the Anaconda Britannia
member of Volunteer Training Unit 4- Program in Farmington, N. M.
John J. Schulz ’62 has been assigned
26, Washington, D.C.
Mines, Britannia Beach, B.C.
Richard P. McKean *65 is a
Bob R. Lichlyter *59 is the district to the Hong Kong bureau of the Voice
ranger for the Colville, Wash., of America as a Far East corre consultant and manager of Business
spondent.
National Forest.
International at its Paris office.
Mrs. Graham Slater (Cordelia C.
Capt. Curtis E. McMarrell *65 is
Bernard W. Mahler ’59 is an
assistant professor of food technology Brown 62) and her husband have chief of program development at
Members o f the Montana String Quartet
and director of food service at the opened a business of packaging, Udom AFB, Thailand.
prepare to practice with two otherfaculty members who assisted
Mary Ellen Myrene *65 is general
College of Southern Idaho, Twin producing records and managing
record artists in New York. She is assignment reporter covering New them tn a performance this fa ll at UM. All performers are
Falls, Idaho.
working on her master's degree in York City for the Associated Press.
° { >he UM mUSk faculty■ n e y delude, clockwise
’60-69
learning disabilities. She was jailed
Walter Pahl ’65 is working for the from the front. Rudolph Wendt, assisting on the piano;
last year for demonstrating in front of General Adjustment Bureau as
Uavid Hoffman, quartet cellist; R. Gerald Doty and Eugene
Gary L Beiswanger *60, LL.B. *63, the White House as part of the daily
manager of its office in Los Angeles.
Andne.
quartet violinists; Richard Cohen, assisting on the double
Billings lawyer, has been selected as a death toll.
Aaron G. Peterson *65 is assistant

alumnotes
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bass, and Elizabeth Phillips, quartet violist
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manager of Airborne Freight Corp.
and lives in Beltsville, Md.
Paul F. Armstrong Jr. *68 is an
analyst in the credit review
department of the First Bank System,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Robert B. Bowman *68 recently
completed the six-week Army Nurse
and Medical Specialist Corps Officer
basic course at the Medical Field
Service School, Brooke Army
Medical Center, Ft. Sam Houston,
Tex.
Col. Robert K. Fletcher x’39, *68
is a realtor with the Lambros
Agency and part owner of the Vil
lage Motor Inn and Edgewater
Restaurant in Missoula. He retired
from the U.S. Air Force in 1967.
H. Kenneth Johnston II *68 was
graduated from the Denver University
Law School in June. He presented
a paper at the IEEE Intermag
Conference in Kyoto, Japan in April.
Capt. Marvin L. Marcy *68 is
stationed at Patrick AFB, Cocoa
Beach, Fla.
Pete Ormson *68 has been
transferred to Kalispell as the district
sales representative fo r the
Continental Oil Co.
Laura Pahl *68 is teaching business
subjects at Sentinel High School in
Missoula.
Capt. George H. Peck *68 has
received the U.S. A ir Force
Commendation Medal at Monterey,
Calif.
I he Rev. Ira E. Robison *68 has
been appointed associate minister of
the United Methodist Church in
Worland, Wyo.
Mrs. Shirley D. Ronnfeldt *68
completed a master of arts degree in
education at Bradley University,
Peoria, 111.
Mrs. Ho-Jane Shue M.S. *68 is
working in the Brookhaven National
Laboratory Medical Center, Uptown,
N.Y.
Gary J. Smith *68 is living in Mt.
Vernon, Wash, and is a physical
therapist at the Skagit Valley
Hospital.
Capt. Edward G. Steiner *68 has
been decorated with the Distinguished
Flying Cross for aerial achievement in
Southeast Asia.
John Barsness *69 is teaching
ceramics in the art department of
Edgewood College, Madison, Wis.
Kenneth Bennington *69 is staff
attorney on the Pay Board, Cost of
Living Council.
Walter J. Briggs *69 is assigned as
adjutant of a construction engineer
battalion at Ft. Hood, Tex.
G. Steven Brown *69 was graduated
with honors from the George
Washington University School of
Law, Washington, D.C. He has begun
studying for his Master of Laws
degree as the recipient of the
Environmental Law Fellowship.

G. Steven
Brown

Mr. and Mrs. Kerry A. Bunker *69
(Karen E. Haugsjaa *69) have received
their master of art degrees from
Western M ichigan U niversity,
Kalamazoo.
Theodore P. Cowan J.D . *69 is the
deputy county attorney for Fergus
County and is also in private practice
in Helena.
Roger E. Davis *69 is the
silvaculturaiist on the Oklahoma
Block of the Dierks Division of the
Weyerhaeuser Co. He is living in
Eatonville, Wash.
Wayne E. DeReu *69 is a member of
a Strategic Air Command wing which
has earned the U.S. Air Force
Outstanding Unit Award.
William D. French *69 is assistant
manager of the San Diego Technical
Book Co., San Diego, Calif.
Terry J. Hanson *69 received his
J.D. from the University of South
Daktoa, Vermillion, in May.
Robert S. Jackson *69 is a salesman
for the North American Smelting Co.
in Wilmington, Del.
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Kenneth Knudson *69 is working
for the Environmental Division of the
T ex as
P a r k s a n d Wi ldlife
Department.
Linda A. McDonald *69 is serving
with the Women’s Army Corps at Ft.
McClellan, Ala.
James E. McErutney *69 is
Personnel Management Specialist of
the Internal Revenue Service, Helena.
A. J. Mackenzie *69 has been
released from active duty in the Army
where he received the Distinguished
Flying Cross, the Bronze Star, Air
Medal
for
valor,
Army
Commendation Medal and the Purple
Heart.
James P. Murphy J.D. *69 is a
partner in a law firm in Billings. His
wife, the form er Patricia A.
O'Loughlin *68, teaches at the YWCA
during the school year.
A.A.D . Rahn III *69 has purchased
controlling interest in the Montana
Distributing Co. in Billings.
Mark E. Shaw *69 is a first
lieutenant in the Air Force and a
member of a squadron recognized as
one of the top units in the Aerospace
Defense Command.
Michael L. Shinn *69 is a corporate
director and vice president of
Preferred Properties, Inc., Denver,
Colo.
Kenneth L. Wildung *69 has been
promoted to captain in the U.S. Air
Force.
*70 to *72
Michael L. Brown M.A. *70 is an
instructor in psychology at Gonzaga
University, Spokane, Wash.
Navy Lt. C. A. Brooke *70 is serving
as gunnery officer and anti-submarine
warfare officer aboard the U.S.S.
Wallace A. Lind, Portland, Ore.
Barbara A. Ciaraldi *70 is working
with juvenile delinquents for the
Governor’s Crime Commission in
Vermont.
1st Lt. Thomas J. Cooper *70 and
his Dover AFB, Del. unit won top
honors in the Military Airlift
Command combat airlift competition
recently at Travis AFB, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Eddy *70
(Wanda Jean Criger *68, M.A. *69) are
living in Elk Island National Park,
Alberta where he is a park warden.
She is teaching at Alberta College in
Edmonton.
John R. Gilbert *70 is an assistant
accountant working for Peak,
Marwick, Mitchell and Co. in Billings.
Gerald L Hunter *70 is the
superintendent of the Alberton
School System.
R od D. Lincoln *70 is manager of
Sambo's Restaurant, Bradenton, Fla.
George Marshall *70 has completed
requirements for a master of arts
degree in economics at the University
of Washington, Seattle.
Michael O. Reichman *70 is a naval
aviator and received his “Wings of
Gold” at Pensacola, Fla.
Robert C. Roberts *70 is the director
of the Renton, Wash. Vocational
Technical Institute and the Renton
school districts* vocational programs.
Mrs. William Springer (Gail C.
Potter *70) is a home economics
teacher in a junior high school in
Cheyenne, Wyo.
Ann M. Sullivan *70 has completed
a master’s degree in speech at Arizona
State University, Tempe and is
teaching English and speech and
coaching debate at Fergus High
School, Lewistown.
Anthony D. Tognetti M.E. *70 has
been selected for inclusion in the 1972
edition of Outstanding Young Men in
America. He is principal of the high
school in Sunburst.
Stephen D. Watt .*70 has been
promoted to first lieutenant in the
U.S. Air Force.
Naomi J. Watts *70 is a dietician and
head of the dietary department of
Missoula Community Hospital.
William T. White *70 has completed
a nine-week infantry officer course at
the U.S. Army Infantry School, Ft.
Benning, Ga.
Gary Winship *70 is - assistant
cashier in the Installment Loan
Department at the First National
Bank in Anaconda.
Frank L. Zielke *70 is librarian at
Shelby High School.
David Dickens M.A. *71 is Granite
County Extension Agent in
Philipsburg.

John C. Dibbem *71 has been
awarded his silver wings at Vance
AFB, Okla. upon graduation from
U.S. Air Force pilot training.
Bill J. Henderson *71 has been
graduated from the U.S. Air Force
weapons mechanic course conducted
by the Air Training Command at
Lowry AFB, Colo.
Lonnell R. Hettich *71 is training
under the Modern Volunteer Army
Field Experiment at Ft. Ord, Calif.
Gregg T. H ow ard'll has completed
eight weeks of training at Ft. Jackson,
S.C.
Craig McCollor M. E. *71 is a missile
launch officer of a combat-ready crew
for a Titan 11 missile at Little Rock
AFB, Ark.
Robert H. Niederkorn Ed.D. *71 is
an assistant professor of education at
the University of Wisconsin, River
Falls.
Martin G. Palagi *71 has been
awarded his silver wings upon
graduation from U.S. Air Force pilot
training at Lubbock AFB, Tex.
Margaret Stahl *71 is teaching
English and Spanish at Alberton High
School.
Gordon L. Thornton *71 has
completed a 12-week field artillery
officer basic course at the Army Field
Artillery School, Ft. Sill, Okla.
Randolph P. Vranish *71 has been
awarded his silver wings upon
graduation from U.S. Air Force pilot
training at Webb AFB, Tex.
L lo y d J.
W ard '71 was
commissioned an Army second
lieutenant upon graduation from the
Artillery Officer Candidate School at
Ft. Sill, Okla.
John L Burford Jr. ' l l has been
promoted to first lieutenant in the
U.S. Air Force.
Linda Cooley ’72 is teaching
mathematics at Thompson Falls High
School, Thompson Falls.
Mrs. Patty Foley ' l l is a pharmacist
a Bi-Rite Drug in Kalispell.
David W. Harman J.D. ' l l has
become associated with the law firm of
Fennessy and Crocker in Libby.
Charles R. Johnson J.D. ' l l has
become associated with the law firm of
Marra and Wenz, Great Falls.
Carol B. Joyes ' l l is spending six
months in Nepal as Montana’s
International Farm Youth Exchange
delegate.
Paul Lindburg ' l l is a pharmacist at
Lindburg’s Pharmacy, Ronan.
Capt. Dale R. Lynn ' l l is a missile
operations officer assigned to
Vandenberg AFB, Calif.
James D. Moore J.D. ' l l has joined
the law firm of McGarvey, Morrison
and Hedman in Whitefish.
David Pantzer ' l l is a management
trainee for K-Mart stores in Casper,
Wyo.
Stephen L. Phelps ' l l is training in
the U.S. Air Force at Laredo AFB,
Tex.
Bradley W. Wenz ' l l is farm credit
apprentice for the Federal Land Bank
of Spokane.

Bradley W.
Wenz

Regents study budget
Members of the Board of
Regents agreed to meet again in
late November to draft a budget to
be presented at the 1973 state
legislature.
Board members met Oct. 31 with
presidents of the Montana
University System units to revise
the system budget prepared in early
September.
Revision became
necessary when Fall Quarter
enrollments at the system units
failed to reach projected
enrollment figures, according to
UM President Robert T. Panzer.
T.
T. Heberly, regent from
Havre, was acting chairman at the
October meeting.

births
Michael Robert to Mr. and Mrs.
James W. Brannigan (Sara N. Watts
’67).
Duncan Drake Jr. to Mr. and Mrs.
Duncan Burford (Alice Marie
Wolstad *54).
Danielle Lynn to Dr. and Mrs.
Jerry Burns *67 (Linda Kay Kolby
*68).
Christopher Gerald to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Carman (Susanne
Slovens *56).
Diana Cecile to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert L. Cole *62.
William Pauly Jr. to Mr. and Mrs.
William P. Corette *62 (Deborah Jean
West *65).
Meredith Ann to Mr. and Mrs. A.
E. Curry (Helen Clapp *69).
James Michael to Mr. and Mrs. Gil
Dallas (Sharon M. Hansen *62).
Terry Alan to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Farver *65 (Ellen Murphy
*65).
Susan Margaret to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Fulton *66 (Margaret J. Wallis
*67).
Tyler Clay to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Grimm *64.
Kristen Maureen to Mr. and Mrs.
Byron D. Kane (Sara Maureen Kind
*64).
Daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Knell J.D. *66 (Marcia S. Dion *65).
Leah Elizabeth to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Krisman (Gail Zervas *67).
Mark Roderick to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald M. Krumm *66 (Mary Louise
Snyder *66).
Louis Christopher to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert La Roche *66, J.D. *69 (Carol
Louise Dodge *68).
Robert Elias to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert F. Liffring *66.
Laird Allan to Mr. and Mrs. Allan
J. M acD onald (A lice Joanne
MacDonald *64).
Stephen Arthur to Mr. and Mrs.
Ken Maki *62 (Bobbin Field *62).
Jason Max to Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas L. Neibauer *63, *64 (Shirley
Gayle Hart *65).
Kevin DeWitt to Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton D. O’Neil *61 (Jean Marie
Davis *63).
Christopher Keith to Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney J. Strong *64, J.D. *67 (Arlene
G. Hazelbaker *64).
Shelly to Mr. and Mrs. W. Ed
Whitelaw *63.

marriages
Cathleen A. Brumwell to William
D. Aldrich 71.
Sandra K. Reynolds *71 to James B.
Anattol *69.
Gail Ann Shay *71 to Jim C.
Atkinson 'l l.
Marjorie Carolyn Hiner to Glenn
Carter Barrows '61, M.E. *66.
Helen Marie Uarvick M.S. *72 to
Joseph D. Beausoleil.
Nila Lee Hirning *71 to Wallace E.
Beebe.
Mary Jane Bronson to William
John Besich *70.
Patty D. Hettrick to Ron W.
Brunell *71.
Connie Rasmussen '10 to Lee
Buchanan.
Christine Welty to Early Cockrell
'l l.
Jan Elaine Throckmorton 'l l to
Terence B. Cosgrove J.D. 'll.
Alice Levisa Peppard *68 to Hugh
Richard Couch.
Donna Jean Gorton ' l l to Jeffrey
Barton Crocker.
Karen Ray Cole *69 to Victor G.
Eaton.
Ida G. Golden to Thomas Winans
Edie 'l l.
Becky Marie Brugger 'l l to Gary J.
Frank.
Marilyn Rose Marron to Philip
James Grainey 'l l.
Mary Ann Geiger to David Alan
Grauman x*74.

Carol Maxine Hughes *64 to Claude
Rene Gustin.
Wilma Nitzel '10 to Wayne
Hallenbeck.
Heather Lee Watts to Neil C.
Haugland '61.
Jo Ann Buchanan '10 to Bruce
Husbyn.
Lynn Marie Stahlecker *71 to
William Thomas Jensen *71.
Kay Sterrett to Thomas V. Jochim
*69.
Roberta Marie Nelson ' l l to Craig
Robert Jorgensen '10.
Judy Ann Thibodeau'!I to Harold
Edwin Karl.
Mary Jo Altenhofen to Alan
Robert Landru 'll.
Judy Jenkins *69 to Kennedy W.
Lowder.
Patricia J. Laudermilk *64 to
Robert McKeman.
Kathy Maher 'l l to John Maher.
Mary Stewart Sale to Jon Marchie
*68.
Julie Wulf to Paul Melvin 'l l.
Cathy Sue Haser to Laurence Jay
Nash 'll.
Linda Joyce Roberts to Robert
Norris Nottingham 'll.
Lori R. Linder to Jeffrey S.
Opender *68, M.E. '10.
Judy Weyer to Robert Pantzer Jr.
*64.
Karen Diane Beck *67 to John A.
Park.
Sarah Jane Reitz to Gary L. Picket
'l l.
Lorna Margaret Lancaster 'l l to
Kenneth William Richardson Jr.
Peggy Donahue Codd x’39 to John
F. Riordan.
Sara K. Lauer to Gary Sheldon *63.
Shirley Marie Bandy *61 to Clinton
William Spurgeon *59.
Catherine Marie Birholz to James
William Walstrom *71.
Martha R. O’Brien x’26 to Lane H.
Wilson.
Sandra Lee Ford ' l l to Daniel
Terry Worrell.
Barbara Thompson to Matthew E.
Zarko '10.

in memoriam
Archie Blue x’29 age 70, Glasgow,
died Aug. 9; partnership with the Blue
Brothers Ranch, Saco before
retirement in 1965.
Edwin Cummins *16 age 79,
Seattle, Wash.; hearing examiner for
the board of the Industrial Insurance
Appeals until his retirement in 1968.
Harris G. Davis x*31 died April 14.
Harry A. Dyarman *33 died Aug.
24.
Dean C. Gillespie x’28 age 67, died
July 18 in Helena; Montana chief
engineer for Mountain Bell.
Mark H. Good '15 age 71, Grand
Rapids, Mich., died Aug. 6; active in
the Phoenix, Ariz. Center for the
Blind.
Mrs. Roger W. Haines (Sue Smartt
x’46) age 47, died May 19 in
Kennewick, Wash.
Paul T. Harper *16 age 80, San
Diego died July 22; owner of
drugstore until retirement.
Dr. Archie B. Hoel *16 Cherry Hill,
N.J.; chief technical consultant of
industrial products for the Sun Oil Co.
until his retirement.
John Paul Lemire *49 died July 29.
Mrs. E. R. O’Neil (Ruth M. Tracy
x*28) died April 11.
Charles R. Peck *50, M.E. *69 age
44, Missoula, died June 22; Hellgate
High School track coach, member of
Montana Education Association,
Montana
Officials
Association,
moved to Missoula after coaching in
Choteau for 14 years.
Carman Skari *64 Chester, died
May 25; Constitutional Convention
delegate, president of the Liberty
County Arts Council.
Mrs. Robert Sterrett . (Barbara
Rostad x’52) age 44, Lennep died July

21.
Merle M. Thompson *20 died April
3; owned the Thompson Rexall Drug
in Miles City until he sold it in 1965.
Mrs. A. E. Wilkinson (Geraldine E.
Moffatt x*37) Butte, died Aug. 2.
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